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$10,000 fire in Osgoode common roomSwiàà J4erbal Remedies
STAVE OFF STRASS ! ^0^1556 BLOoR ST 
FAC6 VoUR 6XMAS /js'
NUTRITIONALLY /

$10,000. held at U of T. There will be no
“This room also serves as a pub more dances in that room. The

By Patrick Chow
A fire, causing an estimated 

$10,000 damage, broke out in the and we encourage people to capacity before the fire was set at 
student common room of Osgoode smoke," he said. “The dance 200 people. Now it is 25. It will have 
Hull, about 11 p.m. last Friday. No scheduled for Friday will now be quite an effect on student life.” 
one was injured.

According to the preliminary 
investigation of the District Chief 
of the North York Fire Depart
ment, Larry Underhill, the fire 
was started by a cigarette on a 
chesterfield in the common room.

Murray Miskin, president of 
Osgoode’s student council, said the 
university has to pay the whole 
shot for the fire because the in
surance policy is such that it will 
only cover any damage over

(OUNDAS WEST 

\ subway; 
) 537-301ZFit!

|Ole STUbANT 1>ISOC>uMT 0(V HoN€'/,CtR€Al.S 
VITAMINS, FRUIT juices WITH THIS ad.

@ HAIR REPLACEMENT
FOR THE MAN WHO DEMANDS THE BEST 
"HAIR SOFT » FREE"

This exclusive chemical composition film now 
enables us to correct all forms of hair loss from a; 
receding hairline to total baldness with equal 
perfection. This Is not a wig or toupee. Completely 
compatible for all lifestyles from the businessman 
to the athlete.

TO SB HOW WE CAN HELP YOU CALL TODAY

HOURS:
MON.-SAT. 10-7

AGYU Art Gallery of 
York University

ARMANDO
BRASINI:

«1
Ql

787-7980 *J|Roma Impériale
Designs, plans and per
spectives for the restoration 
and rebuilding of Rome under 
Mussolini.

TO MONDAY. MARCH 12
MmhFtL 10431

FOR A FREE BROCHURE, FILL IN A MAIL TO:

9)oture^oir Centres Ontario universities hire 
PR man to boost image

(LIMITED)
Ml ECLINTON AVE. W., STE. 211, TORONTO MAC XI 

NAME...

ADDRESS 

CITY..

PHONE HmN14S
TORONTO (CUP) - When the 

going gets tough, the tough hire a 
public relations man to boost their 
sagging image.

At least that’s what Ontario 
universities, beset with education 
cutbacks and tuition increases, 
have decided on as a course of 
action.

The Council of Ontario

Universities is looking for a public 
relations officer who would 
distribute information to the public 
about the universities, arrange 
meetings between the council and 
each of the three political parties 
and establish a special advisory 
committee made up of business, 
labour and industry executives to 
provide advice on the issues of 
higher education.

The officer would also develop 
and implement the programs 
outlined in a report by the Special 
Committee of the Public Image of 
the Universities. The committee 
was set up to “examine the ac
tivities of individual institutions in 
dealing with the public perception 
of the current role of universities.”

According to the report, the 
leaders of government, business 
and industry are “from time to 
time, critical about the ef
fectiveness and/or relevance of 
universities”, making the PR 
position a necessity.

PROCTER & GAMBLE ( jf

1
START A

MANAGEMENT CAREER 
IN BUYING 

OR DISTRIBUTION

WE CAN HELP YOU 
PREPARE FOR | 41„

OUR

YEAS

Mi

98
asProcter & Gamble Canada markets over 30 well-known 

brands with leadership in almost every market in 
which we complete

These brands are supported by a highly professional 
group of Purchasing and Distribution Managers The 
Managers play a very important role in ensuring 
that our brands remain the leaders in their field

Right now we are looking for a few highly qualified 
individuals to start as an Associate Buyer or Distribution 
Analyst. Your degree can be in any discipline. We're 
looking for "take charge" people with outstanding records of 
leadership. "Superior achievement in school or business", 
"innovative", "a record of being able to get things done", and 
"good communication skills" are some of the words we use to 
describe the people who are successful at Procter & Gamble.

As an Associate Buyer you will become the company's market 
expert in your field, evaluating materials and sources to meet 
the company's needs and ensuring their availability for 
uninterrupted operation. With the support of an assistant, you 
will have responsibility for all aspects of daily purchasing 
functions as well as be instrumental in developing and 
achieving long range supply objectives. I

As a Distribution Analyst your responsibilities will be 
concerned initially with a specific aspect of inventory and/or 
traffic management. You will operate an important function 
in the company's growing distribution area, providing 
logistical support for the company's marketing plans.

We believe that the quality of our people is what makes us 
successful. This is why we will take a special interest in your 
personal development. From the very first day, you will assume 
challenging assignments and you will be increasingly responsible 
for contributing to the business as you develop The emphasis 
will be on you, your ideas, and your ability to contribute.

Career prospects are excellent with promotion directly 
from within and based solely upon the individual's 
performance. Procter & Gamble offers salaries which are 
competitive with the leading firms in the community, 
and an outstanding package of employee benefits.

If you are a highly achievement-orientated person, you should
be interested in Management at Procter & Gamble
Please forward a resume, including a recap of achievements to:

Hbmpers

Mac gets a 
lot of lettersSfc/nfieu-H.

MPL4N
(cont’d from pg. 1)
“I would have to take a look at 

that particular letter. There may 
be upwards of three to 400 letters a 
week coming into my office, and 
it’s hard to make selective 
responses to them all. One tries to 
deal with all of those things in 
general policy statements.”

The letter was signed by the 
presidents and chairpersons of the 
undergraduate college councils 
and general meetings, the in
cumbent and newly elected 
presidents of CYSF, both student 
Board of Governors represen
tatives and the president of 
Osgoode’s Legal and Literary 
Society, working together in the 
informal association of student 
councils the Constituency Colleges 
of York.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
OF TORONTO LTD 

TEST PREPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1936

COME VISIT 
OUR CENTER

FOR A FREE 
DEMONSTRATION 

LESSON
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

IVORY
!

485-1930
1992 Yonge Street.

Suite 301, 
Toronto, Ontario 

M4S1Z7
Head&

Shoulders
/

HARB0URSIDE
SAILING
SCHOOL

oa

NOTICECRUISING CL ASSES

I
ON Wt EKENDS

An advertisement appearing on 
campus for the Theatre Plus 
special matinee subscription 
offer for students, the authors' 
names were inadvertently 
omitted. They are OC
CUPATIONS, Trevor Griffiths; 
ABSURD PERSON SINGULAR, 
Alan Ayckbourn; A VIEW 
FROM THE BRIDGE, Arthur 
Miller; THE FREEDOM OF THE 
CITY, Brian Friel. Theatre Plus 
apologizes for the error.

The terms of the sub
scription offer remain un
changed.

WEEK DAYS & EVENINGS
w-

SIGN UP NOW
1

PHONE 3BB-40a0

at llarbourfront
Mr. D. Sprague 
Corporate Recruiting Manager 
P.O, Box 355, Station "A" 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5W 1C5
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Colonizing the moon a problem of money
support systems into space “we 
could lose a lot of people”.

Finally Billingham admitted 
that part of the problem is political 
and economic. “In the 1960’s 
everyone was talking about going 
to Mars and many research 
projects were started.” However, 
as the magnitude of the problem 
became apparent and the amount 
of money required was understood, 
NASA slowed down research.

To justify the expense “we need 
strong reasons for sending people 
into space” according to the 
scientist. To this end other NASA 
groups are investigating the 
feasability of constructing huge 
orbiting solar collectors to supply 
power for the earth, presumably 
serviced by space colonists. The 
advantages of precision 
manufacturing at zero-gee are 
being assessed. Billingham 
suggested that the solution may 
itself turn out to be political. As 
relations between the United 
States and the U.S.S.R. become 
closer the politicians may attempt 
to cement them through massive 
joint space expeditions.

“There is no reason why we can 
not have fully developed, mature 
societies in space,” said 
Billingham. “eventually travelling 
to space colonies will be as com
monplace as going from Europe to 
North America is now.”

support one person for a year and 
each kilogram requires 100,000 kg. 
of rocket structure to lift it off the 
earth, even large vehicles 
assembled in space are im
practical for long missions.

The only solution is to build a 
closed ecosystem where all con
sumables ie. air, water and 
nutrients are constantly recycled. 
Power in such a system would 
come from the sun. In effect this 
involves building a miniature 
earth for the astronauts to live in.

By Jim Carlisle
“It will be a long time before we 

see self-contained space colonies,” 
concluded NASA biologist John 
Billingham at the “energy Flow 
Through Biological Systems” 
symposium in Stedman last 
weekend.

Sponsored by the Biology Grad 
Students, scientists spoke 
thoughout Saturday on energy 
interactions in systems ranging 
from single cells to the whole 
environment. They placed a strong 
emphasis on computer simulation 
and modeling techniques.

The final speaker, Dr. 
Billingham of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration, pointed out how 
much we still have to learn before 
we can construct even a simple 
ecosystem.

Dr. Billingham and his group at 
NASA are investigating the 
problems involved in colonizing 
the moon and deep space. Because 
it takes 8,000 kg. of consumables to

LUNAR HABITAT
»'o.

<O0'%

*c,
At*:

SPACE SETTLEMENT

$
SMALL STATION

LARGE STATION

The first problem in designing 
such a system says Billingham, is 
the determining of man’s complete 
physical needs in chemical terms.
The second is deciding what mix of
plants, animals and machinery . .. , . .. , ,. „ ..

(CELSS in NASA lareon) force, shotgun philosophy evident eminent ecologist at the University Billingham’s group is itill ac- in their early satteUte launchings. ^Florida, suggested that the 
cumulating the basic knowledge They are already flying crude NASA team should try learning 
required before they can consider experimental systems with plants from the^Ri^sian^ppjr^^h. Odum
^I^contrasT^^^is1 high cosmonauts needs in space. construct closed ecosystems on

earth, modifying them as they fail 
until a workable system is found. 
Odum has done this himself on a 
small scale and he stated that the 
engineers must try experimenting 
even if they don’t fully understand 
the systems they are building.

Billingham replied that if NASA 
sends poorly understood life

Mayor John Sewell speaks on cutbacks, 
tolerance and transit in York's bearpit

j Looking for a more 
natural lifestyle?

Visit
M 2
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Three faces of John Sewell

system, while 64 million went the working class areas of 
towards expanding the system. Toronto.”

By Kim Llewellyn 
“The jargon is not cutbacks, it’s 

restraint,” said Toronto Mayor Where are the priorities? On downtown Toronto, Sewell
John Sewell, referring to govern- “Instead of the province being said the Eaton Centre is “really 
ment funding of universities, in his interested in putting six million going to kill Yonge Street.” 
opening remarks to students dollars into stabilizing fares, it

240 Sheppard W., Willowdale
222-6439225-8269

Astro Yoggurt 
Books
Birkenstock Shoes 
Freshground peanut butter 
Organic Fruits, Veg., Sprouts

finch
“It is the centralization of retail 

gathered around the Bearpit last puts its money into rapid transit facilities for national retailers.
Thursday. and opening up land for That’s what the Eaton Centre is all

“Instead of looking at restraint development.’ about. It takes a lot of capital to get
as a management tool, they are «For ATamnip the GO transit in for a small businessman. It used

sysHT® ^ L^,/ree‘ *sman
weakri1t1LIswiety!’’>WS * subsidy for every single rider on Qn the fate of the Toronto

“The nroblem is thev have to 41,6 00 transit- That’s opposed to islanders: “I’m still negotiating

make the pie larger.” “The reason is obviously that reasonable propositions that he’s
Sewell said the economic people who live in Mississauga are turned down. We may have 

problems of Canada are twofold. more important than the people in settlement in May.”
“One is the foreign domination of 

our economy. The foreign in
vestment review board actually 
encourages foreign investment.”

“The other thing is, to devise an 
industrial strategy. The federal 
government doesn’t care what the 
Science Council says. The council 
argues for a lot more research and 
development in this country. ’ ’

Sewell’s comments were brief.
He spent the rest of his 45 minute 
visit fielding questions from the 
audience.

“What were you trying to prove 
by speaking at the Body Politic 
demonstration?” he was asked.

“I think the Mayor of Toronto 
should be concerned about 
tolerance,” he answered. “Some 
public figure should step forward 
and speak out against false 
distinctions between people.”

When queried as to why 
university students must pay more 
than high school students for TTC 
fares, Sewell replied he didn’t 
know the answer, but preferred to 
deal with the question of helping all 
riders generally rather than 
focussing on one specific group.

He said the decision to increase 
fareg from 55 to 60 cents has meant 
the loss of TTC riders.

“Of 98 million dollars spent on 
the TTC last year, 34 million when 
towards the operation of the

YongeSenlac

X
SHEPPARD

THE MIDDLE EAST: 
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

a

York University Conferences 
on Jewish Life and Education

SEMITES AND ANTISEMITES
Sunday, 25 March at 8:00 p.m. at Holy Blossom Temple, 
1950 Bathurst Street, Toronto.
JEWS IN THE MUSLIM WORLD
Monday, 26 March at 11:00 a m, at 038 Admin. Studies 
Bldg., York University, Keele Street, Downsview

Bernard Lewis, professor, Princeton University

ALIENATION
Spiritual Or Material?

GREGORY BAUM THE ARAB WORLD AND ITS MINORITIES
Moshe Maoz, professor, Hebrew University
Friday, 6 April at 1:00 p.m. at Atkinson College Fellows 
Lounge, York University, Keele Street, Downsview 
(lecture held in cooperation with the Canadian Professors for 
Peace in the Middle East)

Professor,

University of Toronto

TO-DAY Leonard Wolinsky Lectures 
at York University

THE MIDDLE EAST TODAY:
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
Abba Eban, M.K., formerly Israel Minister of 
Foreign Affairs
Sunday, 15 April at 3:30 p.m at Burton Auditorium. 
York University, Keele Street, Downsview

Lecture, 1.00 p.m. Curtis Lecture Hall 'L' 
Discussion 4.15-6.00 p.m.

Vanier Senior Common Room

Religious Stales Association 
(667-3268)

Sponsored by the Faculty of Arts, Programme in Religious Studies, and the 
Faculty of Education. Judaic Studies Option, in cooperation with the 
Toronto Board of Jewish Education and the Toronto Jewish Congress

ALL LECTURES ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
FREE OF CHARGE. For further information, telephone667-3079.
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Ron Bloore: the images flow 
for artist in a pin-striped suit

k

PROCTER & GAMBLE

By Lydia Pawlenko ,
Ronald Bloore’s ‘White-On- 

White’series of paintings remain a $ ’ - 
mystery. His modern-day polished 
and classic hieroglyphics stump 
us; in much the same manner

r

ttÊÊÊÊMPROFESSIONAL SALES 
SALES MANAGEMENT

.■■
il

archeologists are mystified at the 
discovery of some ancient 
‘cravings for the infinite.’ M

It was somewhat bewildering to jÆ
find the artist-intellectual dressed 
in a pin-striped suit, cheerfully 
enjoying a coffee in his office at 
Vanier College, at an ungodly 
early hour.

One mistakenly could have 
connected his paintings — their 
silent language composed of g 
geometric forms — to a monastic J 
figure. 3

Nothing could be further from 5 
the truth. !

Professor Ronald Bloore juggles
a full schedule of lecturing in energy and literary allusion... paintings in three days.
York s humanities and visual arts having a relationship to something “It was great to watch the smoke 
departments, somehow managing universal and enduring.” billowing out. I think the neigh-
to fit in some painting at his studio Qne cannot deny that Ronald hours got a little worried,” he
in the old farmhouse, the only Bloore’s paintings are beautiful, laughed.
decent architecture on campus. ” They lead into another world of How sad. Didn’t anyone try to

How does an artist survive at the limitless space, of endless time. stop you? 
university, do you discipline “It’s not my problem to interpret “No, why should they?” he
yourself for a certain amount of my work,” he asserted. By shrugged, “It’s my life. I don’t
painting each day?^ analyzing his own work, Bloore regard it as negative at all,

No, although I tried it for a believes he would be putting because the majority of artists do 
while. There are times when

% -,
Procter & Gamble has an entry level opening in its 
Professional Services Division for a sales represen
tative with potential for further development in 
sales management.

As a Professional Services Representative you will 
be working with doctors, dentists, hospital and 
school personnel. You will be selling concepts and 
instruction programs and, through them, successful 
products like Crest, Scope and Pampers. Your suc
cess will be judged, in part, on your ability to moti
vate a select audience and to communicate ideas 
and technical information — not just on selling a 
quota.

Your university degree or college diploma may cover 
any field of study, although some interest or 
background in the sciences could be useful. A 
good academic record as well as evidences of per
sonal achievement, leadership and keen féales in
terest are required. You will be trained in a large and 
important territory by experienced Field Managers 
who will encourage you to advance as quickly as 
you are able.

Procter & Gamble offers salaries fully competitive 
with leading firms in the community, a company 
car, and an outstanding package of employee 
benefits. Career prospects are excellent with 
promotions strictly from within the company based 
solely on individual merit.

Please write in complete confidence, including 
your resume, to:

'

N
"...I destroyed my paintings. I call it “the Great Elimination”

limitations on people.
SsSin cyd^Utan°d i??aSrteî “l have 1)6611 P8^ since I was ^ there some kind of vision or 
OrorL d^gtoe ^hwl^” four and a half years old,” he said, destiny involved when you start to 
“ it comes auring me scnooi year, SUggesting there are some things Paint a senes?
he explained. m artjst cannot expiai. The “For a while, I painted my
taporu». CajudUn SMMSi ‘J3

£d0bLn0T£tor o°frtii" nothing to do trith anyone else. paintings. Now I couldn’t paint
naa oeen director ot me norman one. It was something that started
^dtn^feth^t?o5mottotora year TTpS R bSSe^ld “d ended’” he explained, with a

EdEhEi 33sis»
Melons », hi, decade- M 

long^getagtfttirmtt^teha.e ihegreatdtatoata.’; 35 moe^ItT^r,^

ranged from, “a smoothed out Impressed by the antique art he problem not just artists’. I 
clump of vanilla ice cream with saw m Egypt, Bloore accordingly ^ ^at politicians and art
some ridges on it,” to “work with burned 200 drawings and 30 bureacrats, who I call the ar-

tocracy’, would not assume that 
artists should carry the burden.”

Although not yet certain of how 
great the Canada Council cutbacks 
have been, Bloore has in the past 
had a considerable amount of 
grants, and feels the program has 
been important.

“I am more concerned with the 
modes of nationalistic thinking of 
the Council because of citizenship. 
Most Canadians don’t realize that 
three of the Group of Seven 
painters were bom in England. 
Limitations on citizenship are 
exceedingly dangerous,” he 
warned.

However, Bloore believes no 
matter what, those who need to 
paint and sculpt, will continue to do 
so, with or without a market, “I 
wish most painters would just shut 
up and just paint...Cutbacks 
should never affect the quality of 
the work. If it does, the so-called 
artist is dishonest.”

Anyone who declares himself an 
artist will be in a difficult situation, 
“most of the painters of this 
country have to earn their living 
some other way.”

Despite the frustrations shown 
about the teaching role that 
Canada has enforced on its artists, 
Professor Bloore’s eyes lit up as he 
described his roles as an educator, 
“I hope to teach a love of painting, 
a passion. I like the attitudes of 
students here at York, they just 
want to learn, without any ulterior 
motive. It is damn difficult to 
survive. Very few survive. 
Learning about painting is a great 
analytical and aesthetic ex
perience.”

Do you ever get tired of painting 
in white?

“No, I am using a variety of 
colors. Actually I have 26 different 
kinds of whites. They range from 
grayish to creme to a rosy type of 
white. White is an abstraction ”

it.”

Bloore, 54, is one of the most

Corporate Recruiting Manager 
Procter & Gamble Company of Canada Ltd. 

Box 355, Station “A”
Toronto, Ontario M5W 1C5
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Muggeridge: "A witty, 100-proof Christian
“The media are so made they humility, probably would world to Shakespeare’s King Lear

cannot convey what is real,” said distinguish himself from run of the — a drama which needs evil to
British journalist and author r ■ mill, tunnel-vision evangelicals, he keep the play moving along—was
Malcolm Muggeridge in Burton 9Bpf stands out from them sharply in not convincing. If all the victims
Auditorium last week, adding that Kj two ways: the intellectual power were like Lear and able to learn
if he had been in Jerusalem at the with which he puts forth his views from their experience, the
time of the crucifixion, “I would ? s* w and his concept of eternity as a argument might have some force;
have been^hanging around Heron’s ^ "projection of time,” a timeless but what about all the infants born

century okP fom^r^star of the' Heretic is^at^his best h fascinating. All. the more so

Third Testarnent television series ° when Quêtions ..*rthod^^ bashfulness he ^ radiated . while

Christianity, 100 proof. ^ = | -v *the Hydrogen Dust Cloud, which him why he makes such nasty
Muggeridge tabled mostly about begat the Big Bang, which through comments about T.S. Eliot, -

faith, - “the knowledge tran- a series of flukes begat you and I religious poet who said a lot of
scending knowing” - and his own s and everything. And there is no things that sound just like St.
journey toward it. His story, of a \ reason to believe that there is Mugg. He conceded that he had
socialist upbringing, a § anything about being alive which been to hard on Eliot and said it
disillusioning stay in Moscow in ^lE, | Father Dust Cloud can’t explain. ) was because when he knew the
the early ’30s, and a subsequent, î But Muggeridge has his poet in London “there was always
passionate turn to religion has J" weaknesses. This seemed most something lugubrious about him.”
frequently been told in interviews apparent when he was asked the “I’m the sort who likes humour
and, most completely, in his British author Malcolm Muggeridge at York. time - honoured question: How in everything, even in the 10
powerful autobiography, This attitude set him apart from which God asked humanity: “Did could a loving God permit the commandments. Don’t know
Chronicles of Wasted Time. many members of the Burton you really think you could make horrors of history? Though he where you’d find it there....

The conclusions Muggeridge crowd, who whatever their attitude your world free of suffering ?” conceded that there is “no final probably in the seventh. ”
was to draw, led him to the op- towards religion, seemed to 
posite pole from his childhood believe in the possibility of social 
beliefs. He had been taught by his progress and in rationality as a 
father that “good men must get tool to be used in attaining it. Time 
power and through power make a and again the audience went back 
better world — that this was to the questions: What about the 
essentially the purpose of our poor? What about the oppressed? 
existence.” After Moscow, “Never for one second has power 
Muggeridge decided that power, produced good,” came 
“even when exercised in the name Muggeridge’s reply, “it can only 
of religion or making men better, make evil less.” 
inevitably produces the opposite
effect.” And because of “the ab- world is a parable which reinforces 
solute buffoonery” of the Western his religious beliefs. He told the 
intellectuals who went to Moscow crowd that when Thalidomide, the 
and fawned on the dictatorship drug responsible for the birth of 
(they were derisively labelled thousands of deformed babies in 
“radical tourists” by the exiled the early 60s, was being developed 
Trotsky), he lost faith in the its first name was Soma, the 
unaided human intellect “as a name of the all-purpose happy pill 
guide through the experience of in Huxley’s Brave New World. To 
this life.” Muggeridge, this was a parable in

;
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• Air transportation by Ouebecair private 

jet charter
• Inflight meals and bar service
• Transportation and luggage transfer 

between airport and Central Bus Station. 
Tel-Aviv

• Return bus ticket—Tel-Aviv to your 
hospice

• Accommodation in a dormitory at a 
hospice

• Transfer from Forum Palace. Tel-Aviv 
to airport, on departure

• Beach bag
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Next time, pick up some smooth, refie&ing,
Sunflight Holidays#

Can you afford not to go wtlh us? Whether you buy it by the boule, the she-paelc, M S or the case,you're assured of good taste ■
INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON STUDENT ACCOMMODATION KIBBUTZIM, 

HOSTELLING ETC. AVAILABLE AT

Canadian Universities Travel Service Ltd.
“Don’t leave home without us. ”

44 St. George St. Toronto (416)979-2604 U ^ W
Hililli »
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York remembers Holocaust
told the small but attentive audience.

“And tonight I will try to dispel, in part,
By Laura Brown

Author and scholar Yiri Suhl declared 
firmly that European Jews did not go the myth that the Jews were led to the h«H gathered about activist movements in 
passively to their deaths, during last 
Monday night’s discussion on Jewish 
Resistance During Holocaust, an event 
sponsored by the Jewish Student Federation 
for the Holocaust Rememberance Week.

To this day many people do not know if 
Jewish Resistance was fact or myth, Saul

slaughter like sheep,” he continued.
Saul based his discussion on evidence he

Nazi Europe, which he has recorded in the 
book They Fought Back.

Although Suhl spoke only of the un
derground activity in the Warsaw Ghetto, he 
emphasized that there was resistance in 
every ghetto and concentration camp.

Suhl pointed out that “one must have a 
knowledge of the conditions under which the 
Resistance was conceived and carried out.”

The prerequisite for resistance, he con
tinued, is mobility, a sympathetic en
vironment and weapons. “But the Jews 

WJ X ) were marked for genocide.... they had the
/ X. i least possibilities for resistance."
x fy According to Suhl, the Jews began a

f strong but passive resistance by simply
staying alive. Their culture helped to

, By Hugh Westrup I T psychologically maintain them, despite the
It is one of the perplexing ironies of recent — beatings, starvation and humiliation. “And

American history that the affluent, sun- the number of suicides was not large,” he
kissed climate of California should nourish added
the growth of a succession of bizarre and Suhl' maintained that in the first year

groups: the Manson the Warsaw Ghetto the occupants presented
famdy, the Symbionese Liberation Army, more than 1,800 literary, musical and
the People s Temple, and a small neo-Nazi dramatic programs, and organized un-
orgam^Uon called the National Socialist derground secular and religious schools,
White People s Party. “all which were, of course, illegal.”

An illustration of this paradox is captured “The hero of the Jewish resistance is the
ui one scene from “Cahfomia Reich”, a ghetto Jew who survived daily as a human
documentary film which was shown being and who instinctively resisted the
Tuesday evening in conjunction with ” ■ genocide,” Sahl remarked.
Holocaust week. In the scene a regiment of M Tg The 1943 Warsaw Ghetto Uprising was the
neo-Nazi soldiers stands on the shore of the Me first major civilian uprising in all of Europe,
San Frandsco Bay preparing for a con- V-----------------------------------E------------------------------------- 3----------------------------------- / Suhl said. On April 19 an army of 3,000
frontation with university students The -, . ~ • ■ Germans and their alhes marched on the
blue sky above is matched only in brdhance V Mfl t lOrOIVP Aflfl VAII ghetto to liquidate it. The destruction of the
by the sparkling waters of the bay. The men 1 VU VOU l IVIglYC HUM Y VU ghetto was to be a present for Hitler whose
ttien load into their trucks and move through V f birthday was falling on the next day.
the spacious streets, bearing down on the forCTOt UVC CT\A5»lr At* But the soldiers were met by ap-
shming citadels of downtown San Francisco V<II1 i lOlgCl) 5ûY5 5060116 F proximately 600 - 1,000 ghetto fighter^

Regrettably, “California Reich” doesn’t » ^ * * armed with pistols and molotov cocktails!
sustam this visual commentary or examine By Mark Moufette desire in the world for paganism. “Even and a fight began which would prove to be a
the connection it sets up in its title. But, on The posters covered all four walls of room though the Jews have given the world world-wide embarrassment for the Ger- 
the plus side, neither does it stoop to sen- S105R. Each one, in the chronologicly or- ethical monotheism,” he stated, “the world mans
sationalism. The film’s creators, Walter dered series, depicted a different stage in wants pagan idols. And so we get Stalin Although after six days of fighting the
Parkes and Keith Cntchlow, have handled the Nazi-inspired Holocaust. As each viewer Hitter, pornography, sexuality without air force was called out to level the ghetto
pamfui and explosive evidence with strolled around the room, he was taken love.” the struggle did not officially end until May
restraint. One never feels assaulted, even in down the anti-Semitic, inhuman road He concluded by saying that “as Jews, we 16, although Suhl maintains that it
the face of one member s grinning con- leading to Auschwitz and Treblinka. must not despair - we must not say that actually continued for months by survivers
fession of his wish to return to Auschwitz The last poster in the series showed a vast things cannot improve. ” who remained hidden *

tw n vf • « • ?eld? Whe?t and’ <ïstaiîce’ ^ “To despair,” he stated, “means handing “They could not subdue these emaciated
The film reveals that the California Nazis barbed-wire fence and barracks of a con- the victory over to the enemy.” skeletons the Jews.”

are not excapees from the ranks of Hitler’s centration camp. Inscribed in the
armies, but average appearing Americans foreground were the words: “Forgetfulness
who you might chitchat with in a super- leads to exile, while remembrance is the
market lineup, pie achievement of secret of redemption. If the echo of their
“California Reich” is its examination of the voices weakne, we shall perish.”
personalities of two neo-Nazis, each one It was in this room, on Monday afternoon, 
engaged in opposite ends of a struggle with that Professor Israel Knox delivered the
authority. The more familiar man has a keynote address for Holocaust Remem-
military background and espouses the gun- brance Week,
toting, law and order views of the besieged 
middle class male.

■:7\r • vhi/Jft / * \

Neo-Nazism 
in America <--y>

i

i
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Attention Xcal Staffers
Election of 79-80

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Knox, from New York University, began 

on a positive note. “It’s good to know,” he 
More revealing, however, is the second said, “that young people — at least Jewish

profile of a man whose terrified expression young people — have not forgotten the
mirrors a lifetime of abandonment and Holocaust.” 
abuse in prisons and reformatories. As he He then added: “I rejoice that you do not 
sits in his dark apartment, the man speaks forget — and I hope that you do not forgive
of the five storey jump from his window for that is a sentimental notion which we
ledge, and his fear that his enemies will one should not accept.” 
day break into his room. His belief is that

Screening Sessions 
Thursday, 22 March 2 pm 

Friday, 23 March 2 pm

The diminutive professor then recalled 
the Nazi party will someday overcome the Jewish past, noting that “the history of
loneliness in the world — a melancholy hope the Jews is the most triumphant history in
and a revelation of what drove one man into the world.”
this underworld. “Now,” he commented, “these trium-

“California Reich” concludes with a phant empires are mere footnotes to history
punch line taken from a 1923 New York but Israel is still here.”
Times editorial which described the “Why should we remember Holocaust?” 
emerging Nazi party in Germany as a group he asked. “We must tell our story so the
of “boy scouts” engaged in a “comic scales of justice will not be distorted again. ”
opera”. The implication of this coda is 
clear. But the films succeeds less as a 
cautionary statement about the potential

Come out and meet the candidates, Greg Saville 
and Hugh Westrup. In order to vote you must have 
contributed to six issues throughout this year, two 
per term. This can be appealed and decided by staff 
vote. You must attend the screening sessions, or 
listen to tape-recordings of them, in order to cast 
your vote. Chief Returning Officer Faralee Chanin 
will handle the ballots. She will be available in the 
CYSF office 105 Central Square: Today and 
tomorrow, 4-5 pm. Monday to Thursday next week, 
3-4 pm and Friday March 30, 4 to 4:30 pm, when the 
ballots will be counted.

“The vengence of history will be upon us if 
we don’t tell our children,” he said.

He noted, however, that there are many, 
resurgance of Nazism, than as a glimpse of including Jews, who pretend that the
a grotesque manifestation of American Holocaust did not happen, who try to forget
societal prejudices. The hatred of the it.
California Reich is directed equally toward “And why?” he asked, pausing a moment, 
blacks and Jews, and allies it as much with “They want it to happen again,” he yelled,
the far more dangerous Ku Klux Klan as “Hiey want it to happen again. They want it
Hitter’s party. to happen again. They want to finish off the

What really endures after the film, job.”
though, is the look of fear and the lonely Know suggested that even though history 
man’s final ambiguous statement that is full of injustice there is a logical ex-
“we’re not gonna let a few insane people planationforit.
keep this madness going.” He stated that the deeper cause is the
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Comment: There are no cutbacks
As in all cases, there are two sides to 

every issue. As of late, the C.Y.S.F. has 
gone to great pains to once again 
establish the ’CUTBACKS’ campaign. 
In the previous O.FJ5. campaigns 
(which CYSF belongs to), facts were 
often presented in ways designed to 
evoke strong emotional responses from 
student sympathizers. The following 
contains the inside of the story; the 
‘real’ facts.

While student leaders have been 
claiming there are some supposed 
‘cutbacks’ the economic statistics state 
otherwise. During the 1977-78 academic 
year, when the Hon. Harry Parrott was 
the Minister of Colleges and Univer
sities; students were loudly 
proclaiming the $41 million increase in 
his budget as a cutback. An increase 
which is a decrease is somewhat 
mystifying indeed. As well, students 
enjoying the benefits of education were 
paying only 17% of the operating costs. 
The rest was being handed to the 
taxpayers to pay. However, the pro
jected figures for the 1978-79 academic 
year indicate there will be a cutback. 
Even with the proposed increase for 
next year, tuition fees will meet only 
13.5% of the operating costs,
" In their annual ritual, OFS organized 
another Anti-Cutbacks March in the 
latter part of last year. As seen by the 
representation, the silent majority 
dictated their acceptance of the 
government’s funding of educational 
institutions. Thus, when the traditional 
student leaders tried to initiate another 
assault, they found support to be 
lacking. The facts, when stated plain 
and simple, show that students have 
received both just and fair treatment.

During the present academic year, reported to be 5%. When worked out, I am not disputing the need for (This extra-length comment piece was
colleges and universities received a this amounts to 20# per academic day. provincial support. However, in at- authorized by a vote of the Eicalibor staff
5.9% increase (that means an increase This increase is significantly less than tending one of the best systems of assembly, but does not neccessarily reflect the
of $55.5 million), one of the largest the academic year will total $1,068 universities in Canada, we must bear a vkw “y™e ®Ul*r than the wrtter A,y
among all ministries. As well, more million, an increase of $51 million over considerable amount of the financial “l*Y“'k «^““uiiity can appear
students received student aid this year this year. burden our presence entails. P
than any in Ontario’s history. Ontario In listing the educational facts of life, Robert Steadman **
taxpayers paid $77.7 million for the 
Ontario Student Assistance Program 
(O.S.A.P.), an increase of 96% over 
1974-75. Although enrollment has 
dropped, reducing the need for more 
money, assistance has indeed in
creased.

One of the big complaints of the in
creases is not the cutbacks, but the 
fact that they do not keep pace with in
flation. Government spending accounts 
for a large share of the economy .If 
they were to match spending increases 
to the inflation rate, they would only 
add to the inflationary pressures.The 
government has displayed good 
economic sense, unlike that of many 
critics. The critics fail to realize that 
tuition fees have not kept pace with 
inflation at any time. In the past fifteen 
years, tuition fees have been raised on
ly twice.If the Consumer Price Index 
had been applied every year since 1967- 
68, the general arts fee would now be 
well over $1,000. As it stands now, the 
province by increasing the ministry’s 
budget by almost 90% since 1972-73, has 
provided at great expense to the tax
payers, an impressive string of 
universities. Since we benefit the most 
from our education, we shouldn’t 
complain about having to pay a few 
dollars.

A great deal of publicity has been 
given to the fact that tuition fees will be 
raised next year. This increase is \

Graduate
assistants
want
Senate seat

BUS!FiT' -a*-* m l
! .1

York
Unions

The battle by part-time teaching 
staff for a seat on the Senate will 
come to a head Thursday, March 22 
in the Senate chambers, as the 
Senate considers a recommendation 
by the Committee on the 
Organisation and Structure of the 
Senate (COSSU) which effectively 
denies part-timers any real 
representation.

Last spring, the Graduate 
Assistant’s Association, which 
represents the vast majority of 
part-timers, made a request on 
behalf of the part-timers for a seat 
on the Senate, in light of the ongoing 
reform of the Senate structure. 
COSSU agreed at that time to 
recommend that one Senate seat be 
filled by a representative of the part 
-timers, to be selected throught the 
GAA.

The Senate, however, questioned

the fact that the GAA represents all 
part-timers, and the promise of a 
seat became a promise to encourage 
Faculty Councils (on which part- 
timers have no representation) to 
elect some part-timers, as they see 
fit, to the Senate.

The GAA in fact represents 350 of 
the 400 part-timers, the remaining 
50 being primarily employed in Law 
and Business Administration. These 
part-timers are excluded because 
they are full-time employees 
elsewhere, and hence do not share 
“a community of interests with the 
other part-timers.

Various suggestions have been 
put forward by the GAA to try to 
please the Senate on this question, 
but the Senate’s only response has 
been a paternalistic pat on the head ; 
that is, ‘ask your full-time friends to 
have you one of their seats'.

Needless to say, part-timers cannot 
count on handouts, nor should they.

The GAA has bent over back
wards to satisfy the Senate: our 
present position is that we should 
administer the election on behalf of 
all the part-timers. We are in 
regular contact vrith almost 90 per 
cent of all part-timers, and would 
undertake to contact the rest for the 
purpose of the election.

It is unlikely that full-time faculty 
will give up one of their seats to a 
part-timer. Part-timers are a 
significant portion of the teaching 
staff at York, and clearly should 
have their own representative. Thus 
we will continue to press for the only 
sensible solution - a seat for the 
part-timers, administered by the 
part-timers, and responsible to the 
part-timers.

Eric Walberg

[letters AH letters should be addressed to the editor. Encallbur, Room in Central Square. Letters must be 
typed, triple-spaced, on a 66 stroke Nne Letters are limited to 300 words (seven column inches! 
Name, address, or phone number must be Included or the letter will not be published ExcaSbur 
reserves the right to edit tor grammar and length

Deadline Monday 4 pm

WîÊSrM ssf-s - snsssfs
oppresses our human rights. I do not week te wTtoken^.To ‘tove ïe S^aTcTnîel^fortoemVdo^. Mric^^nT^to ^ritaf'Sac- 

Thank you for publishing the letter , you intend this to be the another .... if it is kept in context, It is disheartening to hear many women tionaries against revolutionaries. A few
written by Ralph Matthews in Excall- °? yauf actloas- 1 d° a!* y°“ to especially with the previous one from argue that because they ahve the power examples-

£ v510na ^ Ve“han’1 Lev. 18:22. - and because it is convenient for them In Africa it backed reactionary
In’fnnt Jithïhi, I v I, The purpose behind writing the first to do so - they can treat the fetus as less groups in the Angola war, as well as in

^letter-1 ask aU of us letter was not to generate hatred, than human, in fact, as completely Mozambique, Zaire Ethiopia, etc. In
to think about it. I am not sure of the Anything short of the command “to love negligible. I as a human and as a Latin America, China has supported— Ëpssb IIHH Iüüë

Chuch Wheeler, M.A. of John and I Corinthians 13 - see if God Janet E. Smith In’Asia] eh,™ ^ been at war with
is big enough to reveal Himself and His many countries. In 1962 it was at war
kind of love. with India. Later, it backed the former

government of Pol Pot in overthrowing 
, the old ruling class in Cambocdia.

on Sowell! inaccurate Pe°Ple in the country and around the
world belie ved that Mr. Pol Pot was to 
set up a new society where social 
democracy and economic prosperity 
would benefit all the population.What 
occurred, was a night mare for the 
masses; hunger, mass extermination 
and the constant violation of human 
rights. All the world knew of these

Thanks for 
Matthews’ letter

bur of March 8,1979, entitled "Another 
Side of Gaÿ Rights"
I wholeheartedly agree with Ralph 

matthews’ viewpoint and appreciate 
your publishing it, especially in these 
times.

Is it fair to
tolerate EVERYONE? A reply, to 

(several) critics
Ralph Matthews

The Globe
Please allow me these brief words 

about two items in your edition of 15 
March.

The first is a page 1 news article Excalibor this week, 
about the closing of the tunnel between
Vanier College and BSB, caused by all time, including its historic content. A few remarks concerning the article I was somewhat mystified by Marina

hate slogans” and “intimidation”. It Its history has yet to be proven wrong. of March 8, 1979 about the abortion Strauss’s report, “Toronto’s a bore,” on
seems that when it is “acceptable All others are written by man and debate. I was the pro-life speaker at Mayor John Sewell’s message to York
minonties ’ that are the target of such subject to prejudice. that event. I think it only fair to point University students; the article left the
threats, the University does not • Homosexuality probably has out the the CARAL respresentatives impression what York students are only atrocities which were repudiated by the
hesitate to take appropriate, positive existed as long as man like any other spoke for only one-half hour and after interested in discos and nightclubs.I UN-
actions. Yet, I am moved to ask, why is sin. (Murder goes back to Cain and only a few questions, they departed. I was in attendance at the meeting which
it the case that when the same Able. ) This does not make it right. began to speak at 3:15 and answered was a’bearpit’ session in which the
University is made aware of continuing • If you are waiting for California to questions until 5:45. Most of that time mayor answered questions from the
“hate slogans” and “intimidation” of submerge, don’t listen to the cults, look there was a fairly large audience which floor; Ms. Strauss’s report seems to have received aid and support from the
lesbian women and gay men, its it up in Matthew 24:36. engaged in a lively debated — and a bear little resemblance to what actually Vietnamese people. The new regime
reaction is either defensive • Don’t know if it’s deliberate or not civil one for such a controversial topic. took place. recognizes Vietnam as its principal
rationalizations and deliberate but you misquoted Prov. 26:4-5. The reporter states that I based my There were some very serious aUy- The Chinese reacted by launching
misunderstanding, or absolute silence? • Some of my first letter had to be argument on a definition of “per- questions raised by students con- a punitive raid aginst Vietnam like the

Second,, I noticed several letters shortened by the Editor so it may be sonhood”. I did not. The CARAL ceming T.T.C. fare increases, housing USA, m before- The Vietnamese
protesting a very bigoted anti-gav 0181 il was not clear 0181 1 have no representative granted that the fetus and government cutbacks; Where was P60^6’ as when they defeated the
letter that you saw fit to print the week Personal beef with gay people. I agree was human, but not yet a person and Ms. Strauss’s report on those French and the United States, are not
earlier I do not question the im- that they are as intelligent as the best of misled the audience by asserting that statements by the mayor concerning alone- China is already being con-
portance of these letters-such attacks 115 (check Matt 5:45; However the legal rights belong only to “persons”. I these issues? Instead she chose to demned for this aggression,
bom out of ignorance and a deliberate “Divine Lovin8 Father” who loves us remind her that it is the Bill of Human stress the social life of students. Many .The solidarity of many countries,
attempt to deny how personal ^ punish aU sin because he is also a Rights not Person.Rights. I was sur- students are concerned about adequate alon8 mth the Vietnamese military
presuppositions colour any in- God of jugent. Read the prophecy of prised to find the CARAL people ad- housing and affordable public transit; experience of the past, has contributed
terpretation of a historical entity (in Rev. 20:12-15. mitting the humanity of the fetus; just a not every student wants, nor can afford î° the expulsion of of the aggressor
this instance a text) must be answered * You are ri8ht regarding “a free short while ago they had many con- the swinging social life. from Vietnamese territory.

' society, independence of consicence vinced that it was just a “Blob of In future, I would hope your reporters 
1 regret, however, that no one sought to and self-determination for all”. In fact tissue”. This drift to denying “per- will provide a more accurate and fuller
raise the issue of what it meant for you God gives us an entire lifetime to do as sonhood” to the fetus suggests that pro- coverage of such events. Thank you.
to print both sets of letters. In short: I we please. His desire is that we live as abortionists no longer wish to fly in the 
assume that you believe that such he directs but he also reminds us in his face of the scientific fact that the fetus 
actions are above question, for you word (Gal: 6:7) “We reap what we 
printed both sides of a controversial sow”.
issue. I do not think the issue is this • You are quite right to remind us
clear-cut. Liberal theories of “balance” that homosexuality was not Sodom’s argument since no d»f(niti<wi of per-
and "toleration” are only fair, if ever, only sin. But taking other scriptures sonhood was offered. When, though, we
if there is an equal power into context: Jude: 7, Lev. 18:22 Lev. allow criteria other than humanity as
base on both sides of an issue. If 20:13 and specifically Gen : 19 (there are the determinate of rights, we certainly
there is not, your equal balancing still others) it becomes clear that open ourselves to all kinds of legal The Chinese invasion of Vietnam, 
merely perpetuates a basic inequality, homosexuality displeases God. It ought abuses. The example of slavery does constitues an act of aggression and 1
oppressive to one side. I believe it is to be made clear too that it is not a sin serve; blacks were considered property high danger to world peace. This
clear that gay men and lesbian women against fellow human beings for gays to while enslaved; if they were freed they aggressive attempt at overpowering
do not have “equal power”. Their lives practise their way of life (except when were then “persons”. the Vietnamese people has its roots in
can daily be attacked by their em- someone is molested - then our laws The abortion issue is not a matter of Peking’s reactionary foreign policy, 
ployers, or by bigoted individuals who take over) it was God who said “Thou women’s rights vs. fetal rights; it is a Chinese foreign policy has been

Pro-life stands 
for human rightsIn reply to half the letters section of

To the editor 
of the Globe*Mail• The Bible is still the best seller of

The new revolutionary regime, which 
has overthrown Pol Pot has been 
welcomed by most Cambodians, who

Cosme Pima

Doug Hum 
Calumet Getis human — and that from the moment 

of conception.
It is hard to .-efute the CARAL your letters 

to us — 

just two 

issues left

China the aggressor 
in Vietnam

a
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Masters on academic identity, part IIThe Dartboard
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Leslie Wasserman, Eric Walberg, May Lau, Rich Spiegelman, Danial Ma,
Evan Adelman, Belinda Silberman, Andrew C. Rowsome, Ronald Ramage.

Editor in chief 
Managing editor 
News editors body and spirit, and functioning in a 

civilized society.”
And it is from this that a series of lunch- 

hour meetings, symposium and full-scale 
conferences began this year, falling under 
the name of the Public Policy Programme.

Through this programme, discussions are 
held on “topics that deal with anything to do
with life in general.... and which relate to
issues of what is going on in Canada,” Doxy 
said.

Worldwide Crating Co. Ltd.phasizing humanities, fine arts, literature, 
plus a strong interest in sports,” he 
tinued.

Stong college is known in some circles as 
the “jock college”. When questioned on this 
Bouraoui was emphatic in his response, 
“but sports is not divorced form culture.” 
Eouraoui added that some of the college 
tutorials deal with sports.

As for student participation in this 
program, Bouraoui said it is “irregular”, 
with participation in some programs but not

HI

posiums.”
The uniqueness of this college really lies 

within the student body, which is made clear 
by the student council’s support of the 
academic programs.

“Last year’s council wanted to emphasize 
academic participation in this college”, 
Créai said, “and they raised the question 
about offering upper level seminars.”

Subsequently, the council put forward 
$5,000 for three upper level seminars which 
are credited in the Humanities department.

The major works of Tillich, Kierkegaard 
and Nietzsche, respectively, have been 
selected for the three courses of study.

The council maintains that “these three 
authors were selected since they are similar 
in their unrelenting exploration of what it 
means to be radically and simply human.”

These courses are designed to be con
sidered under religious, philosophical, 
literary and historical categories and are of 
special interest for students whose 
academic interests include subjects in 
humanism, theories of interpretation, 
dialectics, existential thought or religious 
expression.

These courses are open to all York 
students and the only prerequisite is the 
permission of the course director. This year, 
32 students signed up for these tutorials.

According to Créai, the college’s next goal 
is to initiate upper level seminars and offer 
them simply as college seminars, rather 
than having them tied to any department.

Vanier’s academic program also offers an 
g annual conference. This four-year old
c college tradition, dealing with numerous
| aspects of Canadian culture and society,
8 falls under the name of Encounter
m Canada.

This year’s conference was entitled 
Native People, and was “a celebration of 
the culture of the native people of Canada”, 
said conference chairman, Mark Boudreau.

con-
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Through the informal talks of the lunch- 
hour series or through the more formalized 
technical symposium, issues are presented 
on various problems which arise in Canada.

To recognize the problems is the first step, 
“but it is important to find the best in
struments to manage our country,” Doxey 
stated.
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-i'* According to Doxey, the college has 
broadened its fellowship to “include in
formed and concerned individuals from 
outside the university” to assist in the 
programme. They regularity hold “forms of 
discussions, seminars, mini-conferences, 
debates, brain-storming meetings with 
these selected individuals, where issues of 
immediate relevance will be dealt with.”

The aim of this is to exchange ideas and 
then refine them into policy directions. 
“And through this programme, we hope for 
a better informed citizenry, and improved 
media and better equipped public leader
ship,” he said.

Doxey, unhesitantly terming students 
“elitist”, feels they are responsible for 

c shaping the destiny of our society through 
| their “unfettered scholarship and exam- 
I pies”.

I § Doxey also asserts that students are here 
I £ to achieve, but wishes to instruct them that 

“achieving is not simply a matter of ac
cumulating high grades... but is an attitude 
of mind, such as learning to use your talents 
and expertise to the best advantage of 
society as a whole.”

This programme is attracting increasing 
numbers of students, Doxey maintained. 
“Attendance is improving every time... the 
students are getting involved.”

With this increasing interest in mind, “our 
goal for next year is to tie in what we’re 
doing now with various college turotirals,” 
he said.

The college also offers another program 
“to add culture.” McLaughlin college has 
very strong ties with Fine Arts, Doxey 
maintained, hence the regular Chamber 
series.

This program also began this year, and 
the first session kicked off in October with 
an evening of Franz Schubert music 
featuring the Toronto Octet.

Overall, Doxey maintained, McLaughlin 
college is aiming to be a college which deals 
with “entire life.”
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Schedule dated February 21, 1979
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Stong master, Hedl Bouraoui
in others. He quickly added, “this is a 
problem in every college, not just ours.”

Vanier
According to Vanier master Michael 

Créai, the college is looking for a whole 
range of interests to participate in their 
programs. And since Vanier is the home 
base for the Religious Studies Program, 
Classical Studies, Social and Political 
Thought program and the history depart
ment, their programs can be successfully 
enriched by diverse influences.

“It appears that the relationship with the 
people in the college is increasingly 
responsive,” Créai said, “and based on our 
shared interests, this college runs a lot of 
special speakers, seminars and sym-

Davld Shugarman, master of Bethune □some controversy, interest, or something 
less than formally academic,” he said.

The third regular college program is the 
Bethune Seminars. “In the past they’ve 
tended to focus on social and political theory 
with phenomenological and Marxist ap
proaches.... but this year they deal with 
more contemporary issues.”

According to Shugarman, Bethune also 
hosts a variety of conferences sponsored by 
“organizations, study groups and 
academics who often express an interest to 
hold meetings and conferences in our 
college .... I think that’s because they can 
identify with our image and name.”

“In addition,” he continued, “the African 
Studies programme has long had an in
formal affiliation with Bethune, so they 
often hold their seminars and discussions 
here.”

By Laura Brown
Two weeks ago, Excalibur approached 

the masters of three undergraduate colleges 
to ask them what was unique about their 
respective college’s programs. Having 
heard from Eric Winter (Calumet), Des 
Maxwell (Winters) and Ted Rathe 
(Founders), this week the masters from the 
four remaining colleges will talk about the 
academic uniqueness of their programs.

Bethune
Bethune College is in the process of 

broadening the thematic nature of its 
courses to meet the changing needs and in
terests of the students, reported Bethune 
master David Shugarman.

For several years, the college’s tutorial 
program consisted primarily of courses 
dealing with third world studies (especially 
African Studies). But in recent years there 
has been some difficulty filling these 
courses, said Shugarman.

“The students who were otherwise in
terested in third world studies are now in
terested in nuts and bolts courses, such as 
economics, which are of a more marketable 
value”, he continued.

The present program answers to the new 
interests of the students combined with 
those of the Bethune fellows, “who see 
Bethune oriented towards a concern for 
progressive social change,” said Shugar
man.

Now the courses in the program are 
geared towards social change as well as 
“courses of a comparative nature dealing 
with political/social/economic questions,” 
he stated.

Bethune’s academic identity is also 
clearly demonstrated through its three 
extra-curricular academic programs.

A yearly conference has been held at the 
college since 1974, and “they’ve all tried to 
have as their theme a subject that can be 
related to the spirit of Norman Bethune,” 
said Shugarman.

“This spirit,” he explained, “stands for a 
commitment to social justice and opposition 
to repression and resolute in
ternationalism.” Past conferences have 
dealt with subjects such as China and the 
Spanish Civil War.

This year’s conference, entitled Politics 
of Health, will draw together politics and 
medicine, “and will be the kind of con
ference anybody would be interested in,” 
said Shugarman.

Bethune’s periodic Heroes and Beer 
series is an informal panel discussion which 
“brings together people from various 
perspectives.... (to discuss) a subject of

DELETE
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AS/SC 101.6B 
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AS/SC 101.6D
English
AS 212.6B

According to Boudreau, the college 
council contributed $3,500 to the “very 
successful” conference.

Boudreau maintained that the Vanier 
student council wants to spend less money 
on discos and the like to invest their money 
in extra academic activities.

“The biggest problem with this is having 
the students adjust to it,” Boudreau noted, 
but added that they feel it will just be a 
matter of time.

Another bonus in the college’s new 
direction is found in the increasing in
volvement of the fellows, remarked 
Boudreau.
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*mm Stong
In his first year as master of Stong 

College, Hedi Bouraoui has put into effect a 
program of “multiculturalism”.

Bouraoui said his prime interest is to 
develop cultural studies for and about the 
Toronto ethnic communities. This interest 
does not rest solely with the history and 
tradition of these groups, but also as a study 
of how immigrants have adapted to the 
“Canadian way of life”.

“And through our programs and ac
tivities, we can educate the public to the 
seminal role of the heritage of various 
ethnic cultures in Western culture,” he said.

“We are dealing with culture as a toality 
in a multicultural context.... the context in 
which we live,” he continued. And by doing 
this, Bouraoui hopes to not only bridge the 
gap between students, the university and 
the Toronto community, but to “open the 
university’s doors for new immigrants.”

Stong is fortunate to have an art gallery 
and a theatre, Bouraoui said, and both 
resources are used in the program for 
exhibits and shows based on the theme of 
multiculturalism, as well as being made 
available to Stong students who want to 
display their talents to the community.

Bouraoui said that Stong’s fellowship has 
been an asset to the program “because 
we’ve drawn a high proportion of our fellows 
from the arts, television, politics and 
theatre.”

The program focuses on culture in a 
social, cultural and academic way, main
tained Bouraoui. “And it does not exclude 
any discipline.”

“Our programs are essentially a 
humanistic view of man, mostly
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McLaughlin master, George Doxey

When asked about student participation in 
these programs, Shugarman replied, 
“student support and enthusiasm has varied
over the years.....but this year the students
are showing more interest. ”

McLaughlin
In his convocation address, McLaughlin 

master George Doxey described the essence 
of the college as “the preservation of the 
concept of a whole man educated in mind,
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Longer-Term Planning Essential

PRESIDENT AAACDONALD REPORTS TO BOARD
The following report was light of the future overall mar- cent over the next five years, those who for cultural or language before joining the university, I
delivered to the Board of ket for teachers. On the other whereas the numbers of faculty reasons have had handicaps to suggested that, notwithstanding
Governors by H. Ian Macdonald hand, the quality, distinctiveness, reaching retirement age and the overcome from the past. the really difficult task ahead,
on Monday, March 12. and accomplishments of that expected level of attrition would be In my opinion, we should be universities were so essential to

I would like to report this af- Faculty along with the continuing on the order of 6 per cent. Of lenient at the stage of admission in the solution of the whole catalogue
temoon at somewhat greater high demand for student places in course, retirements and order to provide serious can- of problems that afflict the society
length and in a more philosophical would suggest that it merits our resignations will be a highly didates with the opportunity to test of today, it was a task supremely
fashion. I do so because we are at a continuing support and en- random nature, with no necessary themselves in university, and very worth working at, and I could think
point in our discussions both for couragement. relationship to the pattern of tough in our academic standards 0f no higher calling at this stage in
1979-80 and for the longer run, enrolment among faculties and once students are admitted, our history. I continue to believe
where the possible roads ahead for Base Budget Cut departments. However, that is a basic question that the game ahead will be rough,
York University and the type of Our greatest practical problem which must be addressed in the but that the goals are supreme,
commitment we will all require 111 our current budget-making, in academic planning is to match planning process on which we

becoming clear to a variety of we ar® too aware of the problem specific resources to needs in the embark for the future,
members of the community. priorities. The base budget of face of built-in inflexibility. Even

This is particularly encouraging the University was reduced by assuming that the present funding
to those of us who have been urging s®me 33 million dollars in 197f -79, mechanisms continue, resulting in Meanwhile, it is the view of the 
for several years that longer-term with the current possibility that a a 15 per cent decline in funding, the members of every university body
planning of the University system further 2.1 million will be removed gap between that figure and our in the Province with whom I have
in Ontario is essential and that the m 1979-80. In that process, it has level of faculty reduction is large discussed the matter that we will
type of decisions which are a been necessary to deal harshly indeed. On the brighter side, I have an abundance of Faculty
response to the vagaries of one- with so-called non-academic suppose it can be said that the members over the next few years,
year financing do not serve either programs and support services. In quality of service to students would This means that serious attention
the University’s interest or its particular, I suspect that, next certainly not diminish if the must be given in our personnel
responsibilities to the public at all y®ar, we will become accustomed student numbers do decline so policies to early retirement op-
well.lt is always difficult to plan to complaints about the much more radically than the portunities, to exchanges with
the best route to your destination if deficiencies in our telephone faculty resources. other sectors of society, and to the
you are not clear where you wish to service and the chilliness of our enhancement of our international
be. I trust that my optimism about buildings in winter to add to our New Constituencies opportunities. These are all 
the current mood of the University concerns about brown lawns in matters that this University is
and its willingness to consider the summer and buildings of in the face of such possibilities, actively assessing and exploring,
full nature and consequences of deteriorating fabric. At the same the place to begin is to ask certain Buried within this problem, in 
academic planning is not time, I have letters before me questions about growth. Need the addition, is perhaps the most 
misplaced. The fundamental expressing concern about the enrolment forecast be fulfilled? serious issue faced by the 
academic questions facing this inadequate level of security and Does it not devote undue attention universities: the difficulty of 
University are now reasonably about the diminishing resources to the post-Grade 13 group and not making provision for new young 
clear. However, agreement on the for computing services to support nearly enough attention to the need members of the academic com 
answers must be preceded by a academic programs, as well as a for adaptive and continuing munity and for the new blood 
willingness to consider any letter from the Senate Committee education throughout a lifetime which is the basic ingredient of the 
proposals for improving the on Research pointing out that and career? Is it not reasonable to academic life. I believe we must 
academic opportunities and hospitality for visiting scholars, seek out new constituencies for pay serious attention to means of 
claryfying the goals of this travel funds to learned gatherings, university education and indeed to providing some opportunities for 
University. and administrative support for take education to the work place as new academic members of our

research are all of the essence in well as bring students to the community even in these difficult 
maintaining a first-class University?

Government Funding 
Inadequateare

Personnel Policies
It has been clear for some time 

that governmental funding is 
inadequate in meeting the 
universities’ overall needs. On
tario universities have been funded 
at less than the rate of inflation for 
the past eight or nine years with 
the result that this Province has 
dropped near the bottom among 
the ten Provinces of Canada for 
per capita public support of 
universities.

As I have suggested so often in 
the past we can never relent in 
our campaign to impress upon the 
public, and through them, upon the 
Government of Ontario, that the 
under-funding of the universities 
can well be fatal qualitatively to 
the magnificent system of higher 

’ educational opportunity that was 
created in this Province in the 
1960’s. At the very .east, it is 
essential that the funding of 
universities should be related to 
their legitimate costs of operation 
rather than to the numbers of 
students enrolled, and that our 
budgets be underwritten at least to 
the rate of inflation for those 
legitimate costs.

Hiring Freeze 
Two weeks ago, I announced to University, 

the Policy Committee of the 
University a decision which is both 
stark and severe: there will be no 
further approvals for hiring of full-

times.
Unfortunately, one group in ourThose of you who may have read

the York Gazette recently on our community has borne the burden
new initiatives at the General of reductions disproportionately -
Motors Plant in Oshawa will have contractually limited faculty and

When we come to setting a good idea of the prospects for various types of part-time
time faculty members in the priorities for the longer run, we such initiatives. Incidentally, as I teachers. Some of our most gifted
probationary and tenured stream will no longer be able to escape expressed to the Search Com- instructors have been lost in the
for 1979-80. That follows the some firm decisions about the mittee for the new Dean of process, along with the variety of
decision in the summer of 1977 to criteria which are to govern that Atkinson College this morning, this background often brought by them
place a freeze on hiring which priority-setting. Are we to be explains why, in my view, we need to the University, simply because
would only experience a tern- guided by tax rates, i.e., the a fresh new look at the future of they lacked job security and
porary thaw under exceptional relationship between revenue Atkinson College, and why the new because those iobs were most
circumstances, and the provision earned by a Faculty and its level of Dean must be prepared to take easily discontinued or not
agreed upon m Senate last spring expenditures? Are we to devote a Atkinson to the community as renewed,
for the Academic Policy and greater share of our funds to areas never before.
Planning Committee to advise the of academic growth and to impose
president upon such exceptions.

York in five years Private Funds
While this campaign continues, 

it is essential that we do everything 
possible to enhance our private 
financial resources. The first 
activity in which I was involved, 
when I became President in July, 
1974, was to present to the Board of 
Governors a plan for raising 
private funds.

I suspect that not enough is 
known in the University about the 
effort and the returns which those

larger budgetary reductions on Accessibility _ . . , , , efforts have brought to this
The reason for the current those with static or declining That leads me to look at the community. For example, I

decision is both to dramatize some numbers of students? Is the At the same time, we need some external environment. Spokesmen surprised to read in Excalibur that 
clear circumstances which we faculty-student ratio or some other ser7ous discussion not only in this for this University have been the University should not have
presently face and also to provide measure of workload to be em- University but in the Province active th-vaghout in pressing the waited until now to launch a
a few months of breathing space in ployed much more rigorously in generally about the meaning of University’s case upon Govern- financial campaign. That
which we can see whether we have determining our future budgetary accessibility. In the first place, are ment and the public, and in urging suggested to me that we have not
both the will and the capacity to allocations? These are the w® making university a realistic that all of us should do so. In our made clear enough that the
engage in longer term planning. questions to which both the APPC P^Pect for a large enough annual briefs to the Ontario current plans for fund-raising are

Academic Priorities and the Policy Committee will be proportion of our population? I, for Council on University Affairs, we an extension, elaboration, and
cduemii morales turning their immediate attention on®> believe that we are not, and have pointed to the serious con- intensification of what has been

The discussions of academic a view to ^ that we still fall far short of true sequences of governmental under- going on for the past few years.
PrJflguS0ufarf0CUS0".theneedt0 question: “What will or should equality of educational opportunity funding of universities. In addition to the York Founders
establish basic pnonties in our York university look like five in this Province, and not simply for In discussions at the Council of Fund which raised some fifteen

. programs. The years from now?” economic reasons. Ontario Universities, we have million dollars in the early years of
establishment of priorities, of In one sensej we could simply This question, of course, relates stressed the importance of en- the University, our efforts since 
course, is a two-edged sword. It My it will look very much as it ^ in turn to the issue of the numbers surrng that every means is found to the summer of 1974 have brought
implies that some things are at the now but at a reduced scale ^ who should go to university and the impress upon both the public and us $5,058,273 without which many
top and others at the bottom The our existing ten Faculties and with standards to apply. I believe that elected members of the Legisla- of the new initiatives and current
!fSnTn^0™!l0V„ o our existing faculty members, less there cannot be too many students ture and Parliament the serious programs could never have been
or piecing our programs in a who retired or left for in university, notwithstanding the plight of the universities. As recen- undertaken. I am pleased to an-
verucai spectrum but also in other reasons. Alternatively, it is pessimistic short-term job outlook, tly as last Friday afternoon, my nounce the most recent donation to
agr®eu?® uP?n wîuch Programs within our own h.’nds to decide that Indeed, it seems to me that the fellow members of the Executive the University - $250,000 from the
must be either discontinued or ^ university could look very type of adaptability and flexibility of COU had no difficulty in agree- Leonard Wolinsky Foundation to
given less emphasis in favour of required over the next twenty-five mg upon a common strategy initiate the Annual Leonard
those to be fortified. years as we move into the so-called with the Ontario Confederation of Wolinsky Lectures in Judaic

Earlier m this meeting, you Startling Predictions conserver society will place a University Faculty Associations Studies and the new Leonard 
heard from the Dean of the Faculty premium both on education and on (OCUFA) for dealing with the Wolinsky Scholarships in Judaic
of Education who provided a clear We do begin with some rather knowledge as never before, public, the media, and elected Studies.
example of the difficult dilemmas startling predictions. If nothing Moreover, it has been proven so representatives. On top of this, $4,262,000 has been
we face. On the one hand, this Fa- else were to change and if current often that university can open up a I have never taken the view that provided by public and private 
culty could be discontinued with demographic enrolment projec- new world to many whose these years would be easy for the sources to build the Metropolitan
relatively little difficulty which tions were proven correct, then our academic motivation was limited universities. However, in the first Track and Field complex at York
would appear appropriate in the enrolment would decline by 25 per in the past. In addition, there are public speech I gave four months ^ ^i)

External Campaign
was
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my bagel, I was blasted by a group 
called “The Zipless Fuck.” I found 
out that this benefit guerilla 
concert was promoted and put on

called 
A group

promoting racial bigotry, social 
snobbery, sexual repression and 
physical abuse. Believe me I was 
abused. My ears were ringing with 
lyrics that graphically put-down 
all of our cherished student in
stitutions and mocked our moral 
values. When the group opened 

A-j with their theme song, “Central 
Square Is Just No-Where”, my bile 
rose. How dare these howling 
hooligans, this collection of 
criminal elements assume that 
they have the right to interrupt my 
lunch break with their minrilpss 
moronic militance. The sick 
elements of our society should be 
closeted away not publicly 
paraded.

Utters from
fib 13 by a group 
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Dear Editor,

As everyone is probably fully 
aware the majority of the students 
of York University are emotionally 
and intellectually dead. York’s 
politics have splintered into 
various fringe groups all of whom 
have varying degrees of control.
Whatever happened to universal Dear Editor, 
brotherhood? The JSF, the ICA, 
the Marxist-Leninists,

• - * »X
OneWay (vmn.y.c.) $209
•Departures throughout 
summer beginning May 26

Short Duration from 8259
• Stay up to 4 weeks

Long Durations $295
•Stay up to 180 days
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« mà i n'David Shuttleson

iill *I vehemently disagree with the 
the opinion of Mr. David Shuttleman. 

Women’s Centre, the Gay The W.A.S.P.S.F.C.A. sponsored 
Coalition, the Stong Stomper, etc., 
etc.,

1-4

guerrilla concert by the reac- 
ad nauseaum provide tionary rock group, the “Zipless 

Yorkites with vulgar politics which Fuck”, was a breath of fresh air in 
drive all to inaction. The the halitosis of Central Square; a 
W.A.S.P.S.F.C.A. has been formed welcome respite from the tyranny 
in a last-ditch effort to combat the of the minorities; an experience of 
apathy and bigoted politics of this intellectual proportions. Art finally 
institution. returns to the era of deranged

Reactionary? Yes, but at last sensibilities and insulting 
there is an alternative to the irreverency. Music and thought 
alternatives. We are an un- are carefully combined to jar and 
derground, terrorist organization grate the captive status quo, those 
dedicated to the overthrow of unfortunate, apathetic persons 
boredom and elitism. To this end living without oppression or 
we will be staging a variety of hatred, growing up well-fed and 
events in a struggle to jolt York well-educated only to find their 
University out of its dismal rut. country and heritage legislated 

You have been warned. Expect away from them by the organized 
to excitement in Central Square, and militant minorities and

aberrants.
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All seats confirmed 
Book at least 30 days prior to 
departure, space is limited
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For booking information contact:

Canadian Universities 
Travel Service Ltd.
“We Won’t Be Undersold. ”
44 St. George St. Toronto, 979-2604
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12 noon today. ;Thank you
W.A.S.P.S.F.C.A., whoever you 
are. We are normal and we want 
our freedom.

1 IPiThe W.A.S.P.S.F.C.A.
WmDear Editor,

In Central Square, while biting John Smith
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a shared facility. from us. the employees, for two might well be valuable at this time, from collaborating under the skull

Board of Governors hours once a month, or whether we and I have recently begun regular Boar! members ad-
paign structure will provide new T» above

sœsçgsg SVrsrrs «è-ïtS gæsfisKŒ g£gaœg
require us to^Lure that tiiose S*theBSrttoStendTthe'sSdSt sibUiti^’ are "ctearl^ aïgS University w^c^ke3 pride" hi ïïïpheî? W^freatedtin ™ at"

members of the Board of Cover- Dance Concert last Friday, a under the York Act to the Board of what York 7s we are sti» Za/n ^novation and
nors and others who are actively performance by the York Yeomen Governors, to the Senate, and to entitled to drè^abouTwhat it rlï * n,ow “ to
engaged in the fund-raising have basketbaU team, even though they the President. In addition, we now be I only suggest that 'w!f should Sna th , ,spirlt mt?out 
even- opportunity to become fell short last weekend of their have other rolea, caricatured as eaorcte iSSlX 7ho toe ^ 01 -

rather than to unite together.

The proposed financial cam-

GYMNASTICS Problems associated with lonely 
old-times, single mothers cooped 
up with kids, youths on the ram-

..j
Members of Canada’s national 

gymnastics teams present a 
combined demonstration of arti
stic, modem and trampoline 
routines at the Tait McKenzie 
gymnasium on Thursday, March 
29 at 7:30 p.m. The demonstration 
will be held in conjunction with a 
benefit campaign for former 
national men’s team member Rick 
Kinsman, presently undergoing 
rehabilitation for paralysis 
resulting from a critical neck 
injury. Tickets are $3.00 for adults 
and $1.00 for students and may be 
purchased by calling the Ontario 
Gymnastic Federation at 964-8655.

page, race and immigrant friction 
are common in the suburbs.

In fact, in Ward 3, the area 
bordering York to the west, these 

■:'tl problems are compounded 
because of the densely populated 
area, the inadequate trans- 
portational facilities, and the lack 
of recreational and social services.

Members of community groups 
will be present to discuss the 
relevence of the report on life in 
Downsview. That’s in Room 038 
Administrative Studies at 2 pjn.
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. I. 'M•V t; - CHILD’S PLA Y:y:::. v1 1 LMUSSOLINI’S
ROME

ÜI’U ÿ Physical Education continues its 
Thursday lecture series honouring 
the Year of the Child. Today’s talk

ARMANDO BRASINI: ROMA foUowed the vision of Benito =t„i„ • *• . „ _______ is “Violence in Youth Hockey,” by
IMPERIALE, an exhibition of Mussolini, then firmly in control ot F^cistEra” SOCIAL ACTION ^hael Smith, associate professor
great historical interest,continues Italy and the Fascist party. Rrasini’c H«ionc on ^ , of Physical Education and
at the Art Gallery of York Mussolini wanted tobrmress the nnH T J d U f, *5?’ 1,16 506181 Planning Council of Sociology at York. On March 29
University until April 6. worlTÏÏ redore th?C^d SJh2KJS0W h<"LweclecUc Metro Toronto is just about to Prof. Peter Jensen of Glendon

The exhibition contains some 50 grandeur of Rome bv “isolating ntury ,arC^^ctDcan release a major research report on College will present “Child’s Play:
drawings done by m-chitect Jhegreat monuments’of antimiitv^ S the Classical and the Baroque “Metro’s Suburbs in Transition.” Mindscapes and Landscapes.”
mando Brasini for a 1928 com- SgJgSS ÜSSU9 «ftremely Marvyn Novick, the Council’s Both lectures take plaçai 1:00
petition for the redesign of Rome. SSSffmSJS'SS P3^ïî?ï?S?geSin ^«f8"1 Director, is coming to p.m. in Room 218 Bethune College.
A committed Fondât disciple, he a “SpZ* ^^

Forum of Mussolini — Pantheon and Fascist Party Baths

I
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fTlarkham’s revolutionary “I met John Cage”
Ronald Ramage and 
Andrew C. Rowsome

Nancy Hallas, with Jon Siddal experience as rich and powerful as Although taking place down- triguing of what York has to offer 
_ TJ ,4 „ performed a variation of musical one could ever hope for. YUFAM is town, in the prestigious YUFAM was forced to take place one flight
The Ides of March traditionally tones based on the drone of a glass easily reached by T.T.C., the gallery, the exhibit did not attract

signal the rise of revolutionary fishbowl as if in prayer around weather was fine, the admission
energy. This energy coupled with a Nancy’s Mandellic quilt. Next 
near-full moon came to a blossom

below a prominent display of 
a large audience despite a established Canadian artists. If

was was free, your excuses fall on deaf widespread publicity campaign, things continue justly there may
. the most overtly sexual piece of the ears. You missed it, and you Perhaps it is poetically just that a be replacements after the next

on Thursday and Friday night at vening, a sinuous dance in which shouldn’t have, so fuck you. display of the very best and in- Ides of March
the YUFAM gallery. Robert Norman alternately

The first performance piece strapped on a birthing vagina and 
boasted the largest cast who began then a threatening penis, 
the evening with a serio-comic epic ~ evenine ended on a note of 
flavour. Some particularly .
brilliant moments of satire in- , . f ' ht v.,... . By Michael Korican All of Jenkins’major themes are Each of the remaining films
eluded a neo-dadist film-maker , ° ,, On Monday, March 12, Toronto’s observable in his first and seminal screened, Isolations, At the
who showed his latest work, a . . irreverent rcmr\- Ieadin8 experimental film theatre, film, Wedding Before Me. Gates, G, Room Film and
video-screen which became truly terooint to the lunaev occurring The Funnel’ projected the Through an obviously tedious Fluster, further explored the ideas
self-occupied and a punk band who .a" , y 6 collected films of Patrick Jenkins. process of step copying, Jenkins touched upon in Wedding Before
totally drowned out an overly Jenkins, who works only in breaks down motion into its in- Me. Jenkins claims his method “is
intellectual commentary. If one is at all committed to Super-8, is a mature artist whose tegral components, resulting in its a process of making films that is 
Following this was “Clones At The York’s, or to any personal sense of films are very much a means of fantastic scrutiny. “The basic intuitive and explorative on many
O’Keefe” a highly successful artistic community then one must exploration. “I’ve always found footage was shot by my Uncle John
animated film by Paul McFarlane be prepared to risk the threat of films to be most exciting when they in 1953 of my parents’ wedding and
which portrayed the ultimate boredom, and to expend the energy transcend their ‘documenting’ or hence the original footage was shot
nightmarish advertisement. needed to explore Toronto’s art recording role. That is, I find films before I was bom. I optically

Laurie Little presented one of offerings. And this is meant to and filmmaking to be most exci- printed the original footage onto
the most visually complex works apply to all persons at all times, ting when the film is a vehicle Super-8 and recorded the im-
which the audience could discover For occasionally, as on Thursday that leads me on through experien- pressions and ideas that I had via
and rediscover on many levels, night, one is rewarded with an ces that I couldn’t normally have.” repetition and other alterations.”

York’s experimental filmmaker

m

JERUSALEM DAY ■ww. r-
Patrick Jenkins

levels (personal and 
mechanical/technological to name 
two levels). The process is a 
combination of having ideas — 
exploring these ideas with the 
camera — looking at these ex
plorations and in turn — having 
more ideas — etc 

Perhaps the most interesting 
film of the showing, beside 
Wedding Before Me, was Triple 
Super-8. Three projectors threw 
images onto the screen : two 
common axial single framed fast- 
motion pictures of each other 
above a normal action account of 
the affair. Their collective journey 
down McCaul, Queen, Bay and 
Richmond Streets is a fantastic 
trip, one very much at the centre of 
the aims of every film by Patrick 
Jenkins.
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1 l First Session: 

June 17 —July 13
Show Biz!

also musicals 
on film with

The American 
Film Institute

Second Session: 
July 14 —August 10

José Limon 
Dance Company

Folger 
Theater Group

Acting Shakespeare
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IN THE BEAR PIT - CENTRAL SQUARE
TUESDAY MARCH 27 -11:30-2:30

• ISRAELI RECORDS & MUSIC
• ISRAELI FOLK DANCING
• FELAFEL AT J.S.F.
• ISRAELI VERSION OF THE 

MIRACULOUS RESCUE AT ENTEBBE

I Program closes early 
Write now for 

application

Academy for the 
Performing Arts

The Amencan University 
Washington DC 20016 

(202) 686 2448

• BELLY DANCER
• JAFFA ORANGES
• SPEAKER-SIMCHA JAC0B0VICI
• SLIDES
• BOOKS & INFORMATION

if ■

m
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"OPERATION THUNDERBOLT"
(WED. MARCH 28th, CURTIS LECTURE HALL L,

$2.00
BY J.S.F. AND THE YORK STUDENT ZIONISTS.

8pm.
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Establishing Shots-censofshlp forum
early days at all.” products of patriarchal capitalist public what is or is not acceptable, a question : who, for God’s sake, is

Wood: “The best way to study culture, and therefore an im- or trying to keep anything from an going to decide what we should or
portant means to understanding adult audience, but hopefully to act should not read, see, hear or enjoy.

as a representative group This is the question to which there 
Brown: “I think the board sees reflecting community standards.” is no prevailing reply that I, for

its role not as deciding the Ontario

By Colin Smith
As long as some semblance of an 

artistic community exists on this 
continent, the topic of censorship; 
will continue to be a fiercely 
debated issue.

The issue was given public 
forum again on March 16, as part 
of the Vanier College’s four-day 
“Establishing Shots” film sym
posium. Consisting of a debate 
within the panel and a question- 
and-answer exchange with the 
audience, the forum eventually 
whipped itself into a lively brew.

All interests were represented: 
present were Mary Brown, a 
member of the Ontario Censor 
Board; Tad Jaworsky, director of 
“The Jesus Trial”; Dr. Richard 
Goranson of York’s Psychology- 
Dept.; and Robin Wood, York’s 
outspoken Film professor and 
Chairman of Atkinson College’s 
Fine Arts. Each was allowed to 
make an initial five-minute 
statement.

Brown: “I think there’s a need 
for responsible censorship, 
because arbitrary censorship 
smacks of paternalism. I think 
censorship in this province is 
necessary, and the majority of the 
community wishes it to be so.”

Goranson: “I have quite mixed 
feelings about the whole issue of 
censorship.... It seems to me that 
censorship essentially is 
regulation of individual choice.”

Jaworsky: (re early cinema) “It 
would be fair to say that if the 
young film industry actually 
listened to one-tenth of the ob
jections that were raised by 
various pressure groups no film 
would ever’ve been made in the

i

(a) culture is through its artifacts.
All its artifacts. Perhaps par- that culture.” 
ticularly the ones that- 
censorship.... would rather we 
didn’t see. The crucial concept 
here is the concept of liberation.
The word’s been much debased, so 
that the idea of being liberated has 
come to mean exactly what 
patriarchal capitalism would like 
it to mean in order that it can 
become discredited.... there is only 
one way to liberation, and that is 
through awareness. ”

Jaworsky: “Let us ask ourselves one, am availed of.”

PERSONNEL
EXECUTIVE

Clockwise Holdings Limited owns and operates a number of 
Employment Agencies across Canada and in the United States

Our company takes pride in developing and promoting 
graduates into young Executives

We invite you, below, to examine us closely; we also ask that you 
evaluate yourself. Our hope is that we can mutually benefit one another

Wood expanded, tying cen
sorship up in a sociological 
framework; his key “revealing” 
film was “The Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre”. With its “total 
nihilism” and grotesque parody 
and debasement of the nuclear 
family, it represents a sociological 
cornerstone for Wood’s thesis. 
Jaworsky, on the other hand, took 
a different tack: his angry ob
jections to “censorship of 
thoughts” led to his rebuking 
Canadian cineasts / filmmakers for 
not appreciating the amount of 
freedom they actually have in 
which they exercise their craft (as 
opposed to East European coun
tries.) And while most of the 
audience attacks were reserved 
for Ms. Brown, the resolution was 
typical: a Mexican stand-off 
between 
camps. It seems that no amount of 
wordplay will ever resolve this 
matter to everyone’s satisfaction.

We look forward to meeting you!
B. SCORE US

1. Full on-the-job training
2. Daily mental challenge
3. Total people contact 
4.1000% expansion in 8 years
5. Promotional opportunities
6. Smarter you work. More you earn
7. Fast-paced environment
8. Work with seasoned "PROS"
9. Program leading to full Partnership 

10. Full benefit coverage.

A. SCORE YOURSELF
1. Competitive spirit
2. Goal-oriented
3. Communicate easily
4. Demonstratable self-discipline
5. High energy level
6. Interested in money
7. Mind of your own
8. Flexible attitudes
9. Results-oriented

10. Want a higher than average level 
of comfort.

pro /anti-censorship

CLOCKWISE HOLDINGS (1976) LIMITED
DENNIS SCOTT 
OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED 
364-1445

Wood: “Pornography and 
violence should not be censored, 
but studied. They are not some 
external aberration, they are the

JOHN TYRRELL 
CPM ASSOCIATES 
863-1730
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Cinema
Opening recently to fine reviews, Norma Rae is Martin Ritt’s latest 

film. Ritt, famous for his directorial work in, among others, Hud and 
most recently The Front, commands a special relationship with his 
actors. In Norma Rae, Sally Fields gives the best performance of her 
career. Ron Leibman, Television’s “Kaz” equally proves himself as a 
very capable actor. At the screening the audience continuously stood 
up cheering.
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Two recent releases on CRT’s Milestone label bear notice. The 
Milestone Jazz-Stars - Sonny Rollins, Ron Carter and McCoy Tyner 
are brought together with drummer A1 Foster for two sides of live 
music recorded last year on their two month tour. Live the group must 
have been inspiring. However on record much of the thrill is gone Bill 
Evans latest, Cross Currents, in collaboration with Eliot Zigmund, 
Eddie Gomez and Lee Konitz is the perfect present for the jazz fan. 
Evans fluid piano playing is complimented perfectly. All ideas are 
worked out to proper fruition.
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York Art York Art iffitShbmBy Leslie Wasserman
The Samuel J. Zacks Gallery, in Stong College, is currently displaying 

a selection of oil paintings, by the artist Valids Didrichsons. The 
exhibition, which opened March 19, will run until the 29th of this month.

The subject matter of his paintings are hard to determine. Didrichsons 
seems to have a personal feeling which he projects to his paintings; he 
transorms these feelings into expressions of himself. It is obvious that he 
is very concerned with the manipulation of colour. He chooses to work 
with brilliant shades of the complete colour spectrum. He achieves a 
richness in colour with the oils that shine with beauty.

His paintings are totally abstract in style. This style, often called ab
stract expressionism, seems to project the esthetic philosophy of placing 
paint on canvas simply for the sake of doing it. In this sense the artist can 
experiment with his medium to discover new directions and possibilities 
with which he can work and employ his talents, for a better un
derstanding of himself.

This exhibition is one which the audience can view and interpret in a 
personal way. It is definitely worth seeing as an example of abstract 
expressionism. The gallery is open 12 noon til 5 pm, Monday through 
Thursday and 2 pm til 5 pm Sundays.

COLUMBIA PICTURLS PRESENTS A MICH AÉ1 DOUGLAS IPC FILMS PRODUCTION A jAMFS BRIDGES FILM
)ANE FONDA MICHAEL DOUGLASJACK LEMMON

THE CHINA SYNDROME
Written by MIKE GRAY « T.S.COOK and JAMES BRIDGES • Associate Producer JAMES NELSON 

Executive Producer BRUCE GILBERT • Produced by MICHAEL DOUGLAS ■ Directed by JAMES BRIDGES
'VuiM’wteff inBtiwffn'}>y STEPHEN BISHOPi

I&F9P9 CoAxptin Pxno<«, FodytOi+s lut

HUMBER 1HYLAND I ALBION 1
BLOOR & JANE 769-1177YONGE AT ST. CLAIR 962-2891 ALBION MALL. KIPLING 742-0666

SHERIDAN 2 ELANE FINCH 2
MISSISSAUGA 822-5313 EGLINTON 1 DANE. RO 261-6135 FINCH AT DUFFERIN 663-9505

DUFFERIN STARTS FRIDAY
MARCH 23RD

DRIVE IN

S OF HWY 7 669-1605
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Kinetkolly responsive dancing
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a graduate of York’s dance “banana mama.... carry me 
department, and Denise Fujiwara, banana home... come carry me 
a current student there, envision mama chiquita... what a big 
die Enterprise as “a creative banana!” The momentary flashes 
dance forum that collaborates with of light revealed Pearson walking 
independent dancers and and Ravitz gliding out her gvDsv 
musicians on a freelance basis.” tattoo. Sliding easily from a

The company s recent show at 15 quality of profundity to one of 
Dance Lab included the works of humour, Banana Enuu produced a 
its directors, Jennifer Mascall hybrid cross-breed: Ravi Shankar 
(another York graduate), Tina Carmen Miranda, and a perverted 
Pearson and Paul Hodge (both Freudianism ^
former students of the music together, 
department), Stuart Shepard, and The company’s coup, however 
Joe Bietola (also now studying in was saved for last. In Vitro’ 
the dance department). Their collectively choreographed by the 
work has toured Canada and San three dancers and two musicians 
Francisco, receiving much- was a thought-provoking look at 
deserved acclaim. modern science’s biomedical

Jennifer Mascall’s Piebald and tampering with human 
Duff, danced by Fujiwara and reproduction. The piece worked 
Ravitz, combined imagination itself around an ethos of 
with deliberation, fluid softness timelessness. The dancing filled 
with angular jabbing movements, the space with movements varying 
The two dancers moved together from leaps, turns, lifts, and falls to 
and apart like resounding musical

T-SHIRT
PICTURES

rolling around

PUT YOUR PICTURE ON 
A T-SHIRT

COLOUR OR BLACK + WHITE

JUST $7.99 EACH
JUST SEND PRINTS OR SLIDES

praying and rubbing hands, in
notes, now counterbalancing one termingling pride, contrition, 
another, now merging into har- anxiety, 
mony, dancing finally in twirling ^ 
unison.

Restictions was choreographed 
I and performed by Joe Bietola. A 
I strong dancer, with a powerfully 
I feline grace, Bietola danced 
j against the jangle of an in

termittently ringing telephone.
The harsh ringing combined with 
Jim Plaxton’s austere lighting to
create an insomniac, dead-of-the- ____

j night ambience. Bietola cut Ejfflj 
I through the claustrophic air with Kffli 
I terse, controlled drama.
! Stuart Shepard’s tap and music 
! composition, Banana £nuy,
I followed Bietola with Tina 
jj Pearson’s rhythmic clapping and 
J Ravitz’s flamenco-like stamps 

emerging from the audience’s 
clapping. Singing syllabic Indian 
rhythms in the dark, Pearson’s

mail TO T SHIRT PICTURES,
4005 DON MILLS RD., 
SUITE 354,
WILLOWDALE, ONT.,
M2H 3J9

* If more than one picture, please number them
* Please allow 2 wks. for slides and 3 wks. for prints
* We carry all sizes.
* We carry white 100% cotton shirts.
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r By Robert Lord
Directed by

Robert Robinson
Starring

Douglas Chamberlain
Richard Donat and Robert Seale

Mon-Sat 8 PM, Sat Mat 2 PM
Box Office 366-7723

STUDENT RUSH SEATS AVAILABLE!

centre
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Isn’t it the best beer you’ve ever tasted? 7/^
TORONTO ARTS PRODUCTIONS
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Bethune Exposure 
exhibition of the Bethune com
munity art, paintings, drawings, 
photography and graphic works is 
running until Friday, March 30. Its 
located in the Bethune Gallery (3rd 
floor of the college). Gallery hours 
are 12 noon - 3 pm and 5-7 pm 
Monday-Friday.

CYSF Classic Movies 
CYSF presents Emmanuelle 

and grips, grunts and groans 
(The Three Stooges) tonight at 8 
pm in Curtis “L”. Admission is 
$1.75 for CYSF members and $2 for 
others.

Dorothy Smith (OISE) and Joe 
Davidson (Past President of 
C.U.P.W.)

Soviet Union
There are still a few places left 

on a tour from April 23 to May 14 
which goes to Latvia, Belorussia,
the Ukraine, and the Russian drinking? Like to discuss it with

scheduled for today at 12 noon - 2 Republic. Total cost is ap- others facing the same situation?
pm at the York Women’s Centre, proximately $900. Contact Eric A discussion group will be meeting
Room 102 B.S.B. Walberg at 533-7800. There will be Monday nights in Rm. 120A Vanier

an organizational meeting tonight College.

at 165 Bloor East at 7:30pm.
an

Drinking Discussion Group 
Are you serious about stoppingYork Women’s Centre 

There’s an open meetingPuÿievi

V: <7
t

York tour to the Laura Brown
A

Ml\

March 26 at 8 pm and Sunday April 
1 at 9 pm. Required for the Fall Term 1979

MAN A GER
of the Calumet Off Centre for Microcomputing

Undergraduate Philosophy 
Society

All members of the York com- 
E veryone is welcome to the munity are invited to a meeting of 

introductory lecture on Eckankar, the Undergraduate Philosophy 
on Tuesday, March 27 in Room Society on Wednesday, March 28,

at 3:15 pm in Room 035 Admin. 
Studies. Professor Nowell-Smith 

The Cock and Bull presents Long will deliver his paper Are You a 
John Baldry, on March 29 at 9 pm Cog in a Machine? Free Will 
in Founders Dining Hall. Advance Versus Determinism. 
tickets ($3.50 for Founders 
students and $4 for others) are 
available in the Cock and Bull and End tonight at 8:30 pm and 10:30

pm... Admission is $1 and it’s 
licenced.

Eckankar

S132 Ross.
Founders

Vanier
There’s a Cabaret at the Open The student hired for this position will be responsible for the staffing, ad

ministration, and development of a new facility, to be housed in Calumet 
College, that will offer to the University community and the public the use of 
five 8K PET 8001 computers and a dot matrix printer for academic, 
recreational, and personal applications. He or she will have some practical 
knowledge of small-business operations and financial systems. A working 
knowledge of microcomputers, while not absolutely essential, is highly 
desirable.

the student office.
Mrs. Plummer’s Mattress 

Factory
Mrs. Plummer’s Mattress 

Factory (formerly the Monty 
Python Club) will be holding a in Canadian Labour, sponsored 
performance in the Bethune by the York Student Christian 
Dining Hall tonight at 8 pm. Movement is scheduled for

Music Department Wednesday, March 28 at 7 pm in
The Music Department presents Room S872 Ross. This seminar is 

York Chorale (under the direc- entitled Economic Crisis: The 
tion of Alexander Tumanov) at the State and Labour, with guest 
Scott Religious Centre Monday, speaker Mel Watkins (U of T),

York Student 
Christian Movement 

The final seminar in the Issues

The Manager, whose duties are scheduled to begin in August, 1979, 
must be willing to work closely with the Off Centre's Board of Directors (on 
which he or she will sit ex-officio), and must also be able to take full 
responsibility for the day-to-day management of the facility.

The position should be considered part-time; the salary is negotiable. 
Please note that preference in hiring will be given to students who have 
been members of Calumet College at least since 1 November 1978.

Please apply in writing, giving a summary of relevant experience and 
your salary expectation, to the Calumet Off Centre for Microcomputing, c/o 
120 Calumet College, no later than 4 P.M., Friday, 30 March 1979. 
Applications received after this date will not be considered. The ap
pointment will be announced at the Calumet General Meeting on 5 April 
1979.

ELMPARK MANOR
Jane Eh Steele

1 Bedroom *25200
2 Bedroom *292.564

$50.00 Moving Cost Allowance
Indoor pool, Sauna, T.V. cable, Hydro included in 
Rental office: Monday to Friday 9-5 p.m.

661-6869
For Evenings Eh Weekend call
663-4952 or 661-1694

* TYPIN6 SERV,CES SERVICES TRIP WANTED

Essays, Theses, Letters. Manuscripts, Experienced 
Typist. IBM Electric. Within welkind distance. Jane- 
Steeles area. From 650 per page. Phone Carole 661 
4040.

Pitman Shorthand • private or group instruction. Call 
Mrs. Potter at 248-5157.

WANTED
Subject to available funds. Harbinger Community 
Services will need 2 part-time coordinators for the 
year 1979/80. Resumes will be accepted until April 6, 
1979. Please submit to Harbinger Community Ser
vices, 214 Vanier Residence, York University. For more 
information call 667-3509 or 3632.

Position available; General Secretary, York Student 
Christian Movement. Sept. 1979. 2030 hrs./week, one 
or team of two; commitment to social justice, Christian 
faith perspective. Contact: Debra 6673171The Counselling HarbingerandTyping service. IBM Selectric, fast, experienced 210 

Sheppard Ave. E. Willowdale. 221 -8759. FOR SALE

PEER COUNSELLING 
SERVICEDevelopment Centre French provincial furniture, high-armed couch and 

matching chair, newly re-upholstered. $160. Call 746- 
5656 after 7 p.m.

Type your own essays. Rent an electric typewriter 
from $20 - month manual $16 - month. Buy one from 
$32.50 free delivery. Dominion. Typewriter Company. 
364-2978

yiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinttDrop by just to talk or to 
discuss any problem, big or 
small.

welcomes you
• Personal Counselling
• Groups
• Academic Skills
• Consultation

University City • Kssis and Finch typist for assays, 
policy tapons, theses etc. Call 6613730.|

FOR1
Let an experienced secretary do your typing jobs ■ 
essays, thesis, letters etc. on*IBM selectric typewriter. 
Fast accurate on campus at reasonable rates. Can 
663-1532

Free
Informed

Friendly
Confidential

667-3509

§

CLASSIFIED
PLEASE

Rm. 146, Behavioural Science Bldg.

667-2304mitsie's Typing 24 hr. emergency service 
through York Emergency Service 

667-3333FAST, ACCURATE. RELIABLE

Essays, resumes, theses, 
reports, graphs 
IBM Selectric typewriter 
English, French, Spanish 
Rush jobs welcome 
24 hr. - 7 days/week

Whlle-U-Wak Service available

667-1136 0w

Room 214, 
Vanier Residence i

ITHIS YEAR 
SAVE MONEY CALLI

Ë
TRIP

IAfrica Overland. Expeditions, London/Nairobi 13 
week*, London/Johannesburg 16 weeks. Ksnya 
Safaris ■ 2 and 3 weeks itineraries. Europe - Camping 
and hotel tours from 4 days to 9 weeks. For brochures 
contact TRACKS TRAVEL Suite 300, 582 Eglinton 
Ave. E, Toronto, Ont. Tel. 488-7799.

Call
York Campus Tax Service i IK AU!

667-3800I i
I663-2438

For a convenient 
on-campus Appointment

The Tutoring Centre: qualified teachers will tutor all 
subjects at secondary and university level. Specializing 
In Mathematics (including Calculus, Functions. 
Relations! Physics, Chemistry Engineering and 
Computer Science Call 789-6464.

V.D. Confidential Diagnosis 6 Treatment. 10360 
Yonge Street at Croaby Avenue, Richmond Hill (Lower 
Level) 884-1133 Wednesdays 7-8 pm. 6 Thursday 4-6 
pjn. No appointment necessary. IaillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllHllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Rooks and 
Steeper cop
jock awards
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By Lawrence Knox
Nancy Rooks, who had her track 

and field season cut short because 
of injuries, was honored as York 
University’s female athlete of the 
Year last Thursday night at the 
athletic awards dinner.

Rooks, first year student 
finished fifth in the 3,000-m event 
last summer at the Com
monwealth Games in Edmonton 
and finished first in the 800 and 
1,500m run in the Ontario Woman’s 
Intercollegiate 
Association outdoor games last 
November. She also finished third 
at the Toronto Star Indoor Games 
behin Jan Merrill of the U.S.A. and 
Mary Purcell of Ireland.

Graduating student David 
Steeper was honored as York’s 
male athlete of the year for his 
achievements in gymnastics this 
past season.

Steeper, 22, finished second to 
teammate Mark Epprecht in the 
Canadian Intercollegiate Union’s 
championships in Vancouver last 
month. He has been named to the 
past two Canadian national teams 
and was chosen by his teammates 
as the most valuable gymnastic 
member this year.

Elaine Kitchen was presented 
the Merit Award as the female 
graduating student who has made 
an all round contribution to the 
promotion of university athletics. 
Volleyball player, Larry Simpson, 
won the Charles Saundercook 
Trophy, which is presented to a 
male athlete within the men’s 
interuniversity 
programme who best exemplifies 
the qualities of perseverance, 
sportsmanship, enthusiasm for life 
and consideration for others.

The Molson’s Most Improved

Team of the Year Award went to 
the 1978-79 Yeomen football team, 
which under the head coach Frank 
Cosentino gained their first win
ning record ever.

Coach of the Year Award went to § 
gymnastic’s Tom Zivic. In the J 
past decade the men’s gymnastic ° 
team has won the OUAA title ten | 
times and brought back seven m 
CIAU championships.
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Gymnast Dave Steeper and runner Nancy Rooks hold coveted cups aloft at awards dinner.

Bain is searching for depth, defenceAthletic

ne ^^3» be,*™ «.be

«îeïïïïmï
find replacements for the siî üS^retty ’̂oS^^lîieXth SengS.^lTwf get^to^

“ÆfifîSiffSAs it stands now, the team will has a good outside shot and plays next time.” 
have a solid core of five players

Mi

well under pressure. His high- 
next season, but there will not be percentage shots are his key Paul 
that big centre to lob the ball to, Jones, 6 ft., gives the Yeomen 
for the easy bucket. speed at the guard spot, and he

There s not much height to should be an excellent com- 
choose from this year,” Bain says, plement for Dave Coulthard, 6 ft 
“but every team will be short next 2in., whose talents speak for 
season as a result.” themselves. Bo Pelech, 6ft. 4 in.

One player the Yeomen would has reliable outside and inside 
love to get their hands on, but shots, and his defensive .«drills will 
would face stiff competition in 
doing so, is 7 ft 1 in. centre Jon 
Antonides, a Grade 12 student 
playing for Ontario high school

Gym benefit
) Members of Canada’s national 

gymnastics teams present a 
combined demonstration of ar
tistic, modem and trampoline 
routines at the Tait McKenzie gym 
on Thursday, March 29 at 7:30 p.m.

The demonstration will be held 
in conjunction with a benefit 
campaign for former national 
men’s team member Rick Kin
sman, presently undergoing 
rehabilitation for paralysis 
resulting from a critical neck 
injury.

Tickets are $3.00 for adults and 
$1.00 for students and may be 
purchased by calling the Ontario 
Gymnastics Federation at 964- 
8655.
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il be a key to next year’s team 

success. Lester Smith, 6ft. 4 in, 
“has improved so much over the 

_ year,” Bain enthuses. “He’s really
champion Sarnia Central Cen- going to be counted on to go to the 
taurs- boards on the run."

"Diere will be heavy com- if all of these players return, 
petition from schools in the States although it’s been rumored that 
for him,” Bain concedes, adding Dave Coulthard may not be able to 
that it would probably take a lot of return for 197940 if he makes 
convicting to get him to come to Canada’s Olympic team, then the 
York when he’s eligible.

Next season, Bain says York will

V

athletic
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Stong carries inter-college torch again
By Greg Seville

Judging from mid-year standings in intercollege sports it seemed 
Stong college was to be dethroned as York Torch champion for the 
first time in eight years. McLaughlin was leading in the Women’s i Osgoode 
division and in over-all standings in the York Torch Division. But it 
was not to be.

Stong college has once again won the York Torch division and has 
added the Coed Division title in intercollege sports.

Osgoode managed to take the Men’s and Women’s division, which is 
a first for York, and placed second over-all.

“Participation was the key,” said Osgoode athletic rep Kathy 
MacDonald “We had a lot of people involved and kept our eye on the 
torch all year...... we were always checking the point standings.”

She emphasized her point about participation by pointing out that 
Osgoode won only two women’s sports, tennis and squash, but still 
managed to muster a narrow 27.5 points more than McLaughlin to 
finish first in the Women’s division.

“It’s funny,” she mused, “we always managed to dig up people 
when we needed them.” 2 Stong

McLaughlin seemed to run out of steam after Christmas and athletic 2. McLaughlin 
rep Gary Coles thinks the problem was organization. 3 Osgoode

“We were ahead at Christmas but in the new year defaulted five 4. Alumni 
different games,” he said. “It’s been really close all year. The same 5. Founders 
thing won’t happen next year.... Mac’s going to do it next year!” g. Calumet

According to Intercollege Athletics president, Ann Larkey, the past 7. Bethune 
year has seen a change from the monopolization that has plagued 8 Vanier 
York in past years. Glendon won the Torch from 1966 to 1971 and Stong 9" winters 
has won it since.

“This year has appeared to be a turning point,” she explained.
“Stong realized they were not going to get the Torch on a silver 
platter.”

She said the fact that McLaughlin was so competitive this year and 
that Osgoode won two of the four divisions illustrates the change in 
intercollege competition.

The 26 different athletic events have culminated in what whe termed 
a very “successful year.”
Mardi York Torch awards will be in the Winters dining hall,

YORK TORCH FINALS 6. Bethune
7. Alumni
8. Vanier

6150 9. Winters
5997.5 10. Grads

5215 Glendon
4965 Business
4660 Atkinson

3680 2. Osgoode
3. McLaughlin
4. Calumet
5. Founders
6. Alumni
7. Bethune
8. Vanier
9. Winters
10. Grads
11. Glendon
12. Business
13. Atkinson

10437
2680.5
2562.5

9872
Men’s Division 8408

2350 7726.5
2. Stong
3. McLaughlin
4. Calumet
5. Alumni
6. Founders
7. Vanier
8. Bethune
9. Winters
10. Glendon
11. Grads
12. Atkinson
13. Business

137.5 7587
0 6597.5

5524.5
4949.5
1548.5
1017.5

0
0

4455
3132.5

YORK TORCH2765 8201. Stong 10661.52265 158
1017.5

960
252.5

165
4Coed Division

D5467 <9
5237.5
5087.5 •

5084
4205.5

3875
3237.5

2425
2012.5
1087.5

v1'
10. Grads
11. Business 

Glendon 
Atkinson

675 E0
0

Women’s Division
1. Osgoode
2. McLaughlin
3. Stong
4. Calumet
5. Founders

5557.5
5530
5355
4075
4052
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